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Practical classroom evaluation of U.S. history and social studies
textbooks is needed to inform teachers and students of their racist
and sexist scholarship. Further, it is imperative to demonstrate to
publishing companies, historians, school principals, other educators,
and laymen the importance of avoiding U.S. history and social studies
materials of this nature. The purpose of this study was to develop
practical evaluative criteria for both students and teachers who are
in the areas of U.S. history and social studies and to provide a
usable model for Black people, other minorities, and women who are not
qiven a balance account in U.S. history and social studies textbooks.
The Manual for Evaluative Procedures for Traditional U.S. History
Textbooks developed by this researcher contains five major evaluative
procedures: (1) the Format Data Sheet which requests information
about
the textbook title, author, date of copyright, etc.; (2) the
Comparative
Analyses Chart that includes a randomly selected criterion-reference
group of nineteen eminent Black and White personalities who
have made
VI
major or substantially similar contributions in U.S. history beginning
with the Pre-Columbian Period and ending in the Twentieth Century.
These Black and White personalities were examined for their inclusion
or their exclusion in the selected U.S. history textbooks; (3) a compu-
tation of the total words devoted to the Black and White personalities
listed on the Comparative Analyses Chart; (4) critical analyses of
randomly selected illustrations from social studies, traditional and
non- tradi ti onal U.S. history textbooks that depict stereotypes of Black
people and illustrations which represent positwe Black images that
have been excluded. This procedure further evaluates several illustra-
tions of White images that have been excluded from U.S. history and
social studies because of their negative connotations; (5) involves
the observation of racial (Black) stereotypes that are generally found
in U.S. history and social studies which are sociopsychological in
nature and are facilitated by ten queries.
The basic assumption underlying the hypotheses of this study
was that a bias in favor of including White historical figures and a
bias against including Black historical figures would be manifested
in U.S. history textbooks chosen for this study. The variables selected
were Race, Race by Sex, and Inclusion-Exclusion in U.S. history textbooks.
A school system in Hampshire County, Massachusetts, was selected
for parti ci Dati on in this study. Twenty-one social studies and United
States history textbooks currently being used at the elementary, junior
and senior levels of this system were examined for inclusion of illustra-
tions and text. All data for statistical analyses came from the
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seventeen U.S. history textbooks (one elementary, six junior high, and
ten senior high). These U.S. history textbooks were examined for the
inclusion and total words devoted to the 19 Black and White personalities
listed on the Comparative Analyses Chart. The statistical analysis of
this tudy was a one-tailed Chi-Square test. Results of the hypotheses
testing indicated: (a) there is a highly significant association
(£ > .0005) between race and the inclusion of Black and White
personalities; (b) there is a highly significant association (d .0005)
between race and the inclusion or exclusion of Black and White males;
(c) a significant association (ja < .01) exists between race and the
inclusion of White and Black females; (d) a significant association
(ja .01) exists between race and sex during the same periods in
U.S. history; (e) there was no significant association found between
sex and the inclusion of Black males and females; (f) no significant
association was found between sex and the inclusion of White males and
females; (g) a significant association (£ ^ .0005) exists between
race
and the inclusion of Black and White personalities in past (1949-1963)
U.S. history textbooks examined; (h) a significant association (£>
.0005)
exists between race and the inclusion of Black and White
personalities
in contemporary (1964-1970’ s) U.S. history textbooks; and (1)
a highly
significant association (£ > .0005) exists between race and the
number
of words devoted to Clack and White personalities
in the seventeen U.S.
history textbooks examined.
The procedural processes involved in testinq
the nine hypotheses
of this study produced an element of
serendipity with regard to the total
number of illustrations devoted to the Black
and White personalities:
VI 1
1
90% of the White personal i ties received at least one or more illustrations
whereas 90% of the Black personalities listed on the Comparative Analyses
Chart received no illustrations.
Conclusions drawn from the findings of this study have indicated
that U.S. history and social studies materials are still presenting
inept and racist scholarship to American educational institutions and
that there is a strong need for more positive research of this nature.
This researcher recommends the following practical measures:
(a) the Manual for Evaluative Procedures for Tradi ional U.S. History
Textbooks used in this study is recommended for use as a model for
Black people, other minorities and women, whose historical past has
been distorted. This Instrument can be utilized as a model and
beginning step in ferretting out racist, sexist, and inept scholarship
in U.S. history textbooks; (b) teachers in the area of social studies
or U.S. history should take the responsibility to evaluate and choose
materials that are suitable for all ethnic groups; (c) a national
committee should be drawn up and should encompass representation from
all minority groups who are suffering from imbalanced and distorted
depiction in U.S. history textbooks. This national committee could
then begin to develop materials which would be feasible and representa-
tive of all minority groups and women in America; and (d) efforts
should be made to include minority history as a part of the U.S. history
curricula required by states and the national government rather than as
a supplementary course which students may or may not take.
To illustrate
a multitude of minority history and social studies courses
are offered
in the public school system and at college and university
campuses,
but these courses are offered only as electives and approximately
eighty percent or more of the students do not take them. However,
European history. Western Literature, and U.S. history are required
at these institutions before one acquires his or her high school
diploma or college degree.
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I sit on a man's back, choking him and making him
carry me, and yet assure myself and others that I
am very, very sorry for him and wish to lighten
his load by all possible means - except by getting
off his back.
Tolstoi
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PREFACE
On January 1, 1863, President Abraham Lincoln signed the
EmpanciDation Proclamation which was the document designed to "free"
the Black people of America who had been legally enslaved since 1638.
With that "freedom" for which Black people had so long waited came
another form of enslavement, i.e., neo-enslavement. This new slave
system in America denied Black people many of the opportunities
promised by the Emancipation Proclamation.
The absence of Black history in American educational institutions
has been one of the major tools of the mainstream cluture to help
maintain Black sociopsychological neo-enslavement. With few exceptions,
Black and White students of U.S. history, at this late date, are still
unaware of the many contributions made by Black Americans.
Numerous efforts have been made by both Black and humanitarian
Whites to present a fair treatment of Black people in U.S. history.
To illustrate, Frederick Douglass, ex-slave and abolitionist, and
William Lloyd Garrison, White humanitarian and abolitionist, demonstrated
to America long before the signing of the Emancipation Proclamation
that Black people were human beings who had made great contributions
to world and U.S. history. The fighting for the historical past and
human rights of Black people did not end with the efforts of Garrison
and Douglass. Arthur A. Schomburg spent many years collecting and
preserving documentation of the historical past of Black people in
America, which is still the greatest collection of Black artifacts
and
historical materials. J. A. Rogers, another early pioneer of
Black
xvi i i
history, spent more than fifty years of his life searching for the
historical Dast of Black people and producing two great volumes.
World's Great Men of Color . These scholars are only a few of the many
who did research on the past of Black people.
Since the signing of the Emancipation Proclamation, three Civil
Rights Bills have been passed: the Civil Rights Bills of 1875, 1954,
and 1964. With the passage of the 1964 bill, there was ushered in a
period of great interest in furthering the civil r'ghts of Black people
and in improving education about Black culture anc history.
This dissertation was undertaken in an attempt (a) to update
the documentation with respect to distortions of Black history in
U.S. history textbooks, (b) to provide a model for use by others who
wish to ascertain how other minorities and women have been treated in
U.S. history textbooks, and (c) to demonstrate to teachers, publishing
companies, educational institutions, and others that there is still a
very strong need for improvement in U.S. history textbooks.
This dissertation includes six chapters: Chapter I contains
the problem, purpose of the study, specific objectives, definition of
terms, underlying assumptions, limitations of study, and the hypotheses.
Chapter II provides a review of relevant, related research in the area
of U.S. history textbook content and utilization, and covers Early
Distortions of Black History in U.S. History Textbooks , The Role of
the 60 's i n Re lation to Black H istory , and Recent Att itudes Toward
Black History . Chapter III deals with the methodology, procedures
and research design employed in the data gathering process.
Chapter IV
presents the findings of the study and an analysis of the
data.
xix
Chapter V presents a discussion of the findings and Chapter VI contains
conclusions and recommendations based on the results of the project.
xx
CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Many psychologists, social workers, historians, and other
professionals would agree that minority people in America are searching
for identity through history. As Herbert Aptheker, the American
historian, has stated so clearly:
History's potency is mighty. The oppressed need
it for identity and inspiration; oppresses for
justification, rationalization and legit macy.
(Clark, 1968)
The traditional U.S. history textbook has reflected the oppression
of Blacks quite explicitly by portraying the Anglo Saxon male as the
only "being" who has made major contributions to the development of
America. For the most part. Native Americans, Puerto Ricans, Mexican
Americans, other minorities and women have been virtually omitted
from U.S. history textbooks. Further, most of those who are included
have been described in dehumanizing ways or shown in inferior roles.
Black students of today are looking for much of their identity
through history. The American educational system should serve as an
effective institution for contributing to this identity. If textbooks
and teaching methods of history continue to provide an inadequate
identity and role affiliation for these students, accurate, well-
developed, Black history programs could help overcome this by assisting
White and other non-Black students to understand the cultural background
of Afro-Americans and their contributions to American society.
2Sociological and educational research have clearly demonstrated
that inaccurate versions of Black history have been taught in the
American educational system. What past researchers have found is
distorted "Negro History" using only such figures as Booker T.
Washington, George Washington Carver, Marian Anderson and a few others
who, in their respective fields are "celebrities" and have gained a
measure of White respect.
Due to distorted views of their history in the classroom. Black
students have very little with which to identify in order to develop a
respect for the overall cultural contribution of Blacks to America
as well as to the world at large. Certainly if Black students are not
supplied with such information, it can be expected that all sutdents
are taught a distorted, White-oriented view of history.
As early as 1949 the American Council on Education (Kane, 1970)
revealed the following treatment of Black people in U.S. history books:
A. The Black American position in contemporary society
was ignored by the average textbook.
B. Most references to Blacks were to the period before
1876, picturing them as slaves and bewildered freed
men and thus perpetuating the stereotype of a child-
like, inferior group of people.
C. There was a great lack of scientific data on man and
the question of race.
D. Even more inadequate than the written materials in
these textbooks were the illustrations showing blacks
in American life.
The following table of contents was taken from This is America's Story
and is a much utilized history textbook in American junior high schools
illustrates little change at this late date (Wilder, Ludlum and Brown, 1968)
3EUROPE SEEKS AN OCEAN ROUTE TO ASIA AND
DISCOVERS A NEW WORLD IN THE WEST
EUROPEAN NATIONS PLANT COLONIES AND STRUGGLE
FOR CONTROL OF THE NEW WORLD
NEW NATIONS ARE BORN AS THE NEW WORLD SHAKES
OFF EUROPEAN RULE
THE UNITED STATES IS ESTABLISHED ON A FIRM
BASIS
THE AMERICAN WAY OF LIVING CHANGES AS THE
DIFFERENT SECTIONS DEVELOP
THE UNITED STATES EXPANDS AND IS TORN BY WAR
MODERN AMERICA TAKES SHAPE
NEW CONDITIONS BRING CHANGES IN AMERICAN LIFE
THE UNITED STATES WIDENS ITS HORIZONS
THE UNITED STATES BECOMES A WORLD LEADER
A review of such a table of contents suggests that America is all
White; that no one lived here before it was "discovered"; that all
that is important is White dominated. Even when Blacks and other
minorities are mentioned in history textbooks they are often sopken of
as weak, given dehumanizing roles, associated with menial jobs, or the
literature is written in such a style as to make one believe biased
descriptions of the basic superiority of White, Anglo Saxon culture.
Below are examples of this type of scholarship taken from U.S. history
textbooks. Following each excerpt are comments explaining in more
detail why the particular statement, which at first may seen neutral,
is actually racist:
Compared to the countries of Europe and many of those
in Asia, the United States is a young nation. Two
hundred years ago there was no nation named the
"United States." Instead there were just thirteen
English Colonies along our Atlantic Coast. And 200
UNIT ONE:
UNIT TWO:
UNIT THREE:
UNIT FOUR:
UNIT FIVE:
UNIT SIX:
UNIT SEVEN:
UNIT EIGHT:
UNIT NINE:
UNIT TEN:
4years earlier even those colonies did not exist;
only Indian hunters inhabited this land. (Wilder
et. al.,1968)
COMMENT: In this excerpt an obvious racist statement is made about the
Indians, describing them only as Indian hunters which is a very naive
statement, because the Indians had great civilizations before the White
man arrived here.
The Negro is making considerable progress as a farmer.
This is true despite an unfortunate system of land
ownership in some states. Often the farmer merely
rents the land and never is able to rais'. enough to
pay the rent and at the same time make e (en a poor
living. Since most of the Negroes farm in the South
and raise cotton, a new difficulty seems to face
them. A successful cotton-picking machine would
take away some of their present income. On the other
hand, there is an increase in the number of Negro
farmers' conferences and community and state fairs.
These conferences and fairs indicate that there is
a growing use of scientific farming among the group.
This improvement is due to the teaching of better
farming in the South. In spite of the great improve-
ment shown, the general condition of Negro farmers
in the South is not satisfactory. Farm homes generally
present a sad state of dilapidation, and farming
methods are curde and inefficient. (Wittaker and
Jamison, 1953)
Comment : Even though taken from a basically obsolete social studies
textbook, this excerpt is illustrative of U.S. history textbooks describing
Black Americans merely as field workers and incompetent farmers.
John C. Calhoun claimed that no members of the Negro
race elsewhere in the world were as well off, and that
they were better treated than white factory workers
in England and the North.
Comment : This excerpt gives the student the impression that Black
people have not made any contributions to the world and that
slavery
was a perfect situation for Blacks in America.
5I will say then, that I am not, nor ever have beenin favor of bringing about in any way the social
*
and political equality of the white and black races(applause), that I am not, nor ever have been in
favor of making voters or jurors of negroes, nor of
qualifying them to hold office, nor to intermarry
with white people.
. . and inasmuch as they cannot
so live, while they do remain together there must
be the position of superior and inferior, and I as
much as any other man am in favor of having the
superior position assigned to the white race.
(Hofstuder, 1961)
Comment : This excerpt was taken from a part of a speech made by
Abraham Lincoln. This particular speech belittles the Black man to
the utmost and also assists the "superiority" of the White man. Many
students (Black and White) have been made to believe that Abraham
Lincoln was the U.S. President who loved the Black people, an image
perpetuated by traditional U.S. history textbooks.
As for sambo, whose wrong moved the abolitionists
to wrath and tears, there is some reason to believe
that he suffered less than any other class in the
South from its "peculiar institution." The majority
of the slaves were adequately fed, well cared for,
and apparently happy. . . Although brought to
America by force, the incurably optimistic negro
soon became attached to the country, and devoted to
his "white folks." (Katz, 1971)
Comment This information taken from the widely used history textbook.
The Growth of the American Republic , by Samuel Eliot Mori son and
Henry Steele Commanger describes Black people in a very dehumanizing
way, as child-like, passive, and paternalistic.
Not only have the U.S. history textbooks included negative and
misleading scholarship about Black Americans, such as Vessey and Turner,
but they have purposely omitted those who have made very important
contributions to the betterment of America. (See Appendix A for a
basic chronology of Black history.)
6The absence and distortion of Black history in U.S. history
textbooks are not affecting just the Black students and other non-White
minorities. White and Black Americans continue to suffer from a lack
of knowledge of the role that Afro-Americans played in the development
of America. For example, it is unfortunate that White and Black
students read that Admiral Peary placed the U.S. flag on the North
Pole first when in fact it was Matthew Henson, a Black man. Also, it
is equally unfortunate for these textbooks to lead students to think that
it was Christian Bernard who performed the first open-heart surgery
when it was, in fact, the Black man, Dr. Daniel H. Williams. When the
truth is revealed, these White and Black students will have much to
deal with psychologically. Malcolm X (1970) explained the challenge
and consequence of searching for the truth:
It's a crime, the lie that has been told to generations
of black men and white men both. Little innocent
black children, born of parents who believed that their
race had no history. Little black children seeing,
before they could talk, that their parents' parents
considered themselves inferior. Innocent black
children growing up, living out their lives, dying
of old age and all of their lives ashamed of being
black. But the truth is pouring out of the bag now. . .
J. A. Rogers (1972), anthropologist and historian, who spent more
than fifty years searching for the past of Black people further explains
the distorted history of Black people in U.S. history materials:
As regards "race," a concept that was thrust upon me
(I had never felt otherwise than as a member of the
human race) I realize that the further back the
Negro's past could be pushed, the more rediculous
would appear the old slave-holding dogma of Negro
"inferiority." I saw, also, that the ego of their
own group had reached back to claim the coalblack
Ethiopian, the mulatto Egyptian, the black Hindu,
the Negroid Polynesian, not to mention certain
individuals of Negro ancestry such as Aesop, Terence,
Cleopatra, and Mohammad, as white.
7The National Education Association (1973) still explains further the
problems inherent in American history materials and educational
insti tutions:
School systems reinforce white images and maintain
the rightness of whiteness" syndrome through
curriculum materials. In very subtle ways white
aspirations, norms, and values are held out to all.
No one is suggesting that we get rid of white Santa
Clauses, white historical heroes, white myth, or
white fairy tales, for these are essential to the
development of a healthy self-concept of white youth.
What we must do, if we are to eliminate cultural
racism, is to supply additional symbols, myth,
heroes, and holidays with which blackand Third
World youngsters can identify.
Research has shown that there has not yet been published an
objective U.S. history textbook. To illustrate, the most recent
research on U.S. history and social studies textbooks by the New
Hampshire State Department of Education (1972) concluded the following
from their survey of 40 U.S. history textbooks dating from 1948-1972:
It is not feasible in this report to discuss each
textbook review. It is important to note that none
of the forty textbooks that were reviewed received
the maximum positive rating of 30. Seven texts
were assigned a rating of 0 and one textbook
received a rating of 28. Eighteen textbooks received
ratings ranging from 11 to 22. No textbook received
a rating from 23 to 27.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to make publishers, educators,
students and paraprofessional s working in educational settings aware of
the subtle and overt racist materials found in U.S. history textbooks.
A further purpose of this study is to provide a model for analyzing
books that can be used by White women and other minorities who have
8been misrepresented in U.S. history textbooks. A still further purpose
of this study is humanistic; it emanates from an awareness that most
U.S. history textbooks now in use in the educational institutions of
America pose particular humanistic problems in their recreation of U.S.
history in terms of racial and sexual roles and contributions. (See
Appendix B.
)
Specific Objectives
The specific objectives of this dissertation re: (a) to develop
a tool that can give educators, paraprofessionals
,
publishers and
students a concrete data base by which to evaluate U.S. history text-
books; (b) to provide an evaluative scale that will contain a list of
Black and White personalities who have made the same or similar contri-
butions to U.S. history beginning with the Pre-Columbian Period through
the Mid-Twentieth Century; and (c) to provide an evaluative scale that
will also consist of criteria designed to assist in understanding the
socio-pschological stereotypes that have been depicted in U.S. history
textbooks through illustrations and text.
Definition of Terms
The following terms are important to understand certain concepts
contained in this study:
(1) Traditional U.S. history textbooks are history books
which
give chronological events in U.S. history beginning with the Pre-
Columbian Period and ending in the Twentieth Century.
9(2) Non-tradi tional U.S. history textbooks are history books which
tend to give a broader view of those ethnic groups who have been distorted
by tradtional U.S. history materials and textbooks.
(3) Stereotyping is an over-simplified generalization about a
particular group, race or sex, which generally carries derogatory
impl i cations.
Underlying Assumptions
(1) All Americans would benefit from having tudied U.S. history
textbooks that give an objective account of the development of our
nation.
(2) Much of the racial tension in the U.S. A. is the result of
inept and racist scholarship which is pervasive in the textbooks used
throughout the nation.
(3) The interfacing of a set of evaluative criteria with U.S.
history textbooks will serve as a guide for ferreting out racist
scholarship and indicate areas in need of a humanistic and objective
treatment.
Limitation of Study
Due to this researcher's financial limitations, this study surveys
only U.S. history and social studies textbooks selected from one
Massachusetts school system. However, the findings will hold national
implications for our nation's educational system.
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Hypotheses
Based on the related data sources discussed in this chapter, it
is safe to assume that little or no significant changes have occurred
in the general orientation of U.S. history textbooks, i.e., design,
content, and construction. Consequently, because of this researcher's
interest to further examine the recording of U.S. history, the following
nine hypotheses were developed for the present study:
Hypothesis 1 . There will be a higher incidence of inclusions of White
personalities than Black personalities who have made the same or
substantially similar contributions to U.S. history in the selected U.S.
history textbooks.
Hypothesis 2 . There will be a higher incidence of inclusions of White
males than Black males.
Hypothesis 3 . There will be a higher incidence of inclusions of White
females than Black females.
Hypothesis 4 . There will be a higher incidence of inclusions of White
females than Black males.
Hypothesis 5 . There will be no higher incidence of inclusions of Black
males and Black females.
Hypothesis 6 . There will be a higher incidence of inclusions of White
males than White females.
Hypothesis 7 . There will be a higher incidence of inclusions of White
personalities than Black personalities in earlier U.S. history textbooks
(1949-1963).
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Hypothesis 8 . There will a higher incidence of inclusions of White
personalities than Black personalities in contemporary U.S. history
textbooks (1964-1970' s).
Hypothesis 9. There will be a higher incidence of words devoted to
White personalities than Black personalities who have made the same or
substantially similar contributions to U.S. history.
CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM
Criticisms of Early Distortions of Black History
in U.S. History Textbooks
Evaluation of U.S. history textbooks has been going on for some
time. Writers from many ethnic backgrounds have given more balanced
accounts of Black people in history. However, their contributions have
not been incorporated properly in American educational institutions.
Perhaps no one has explained the importance of knowing one's
historical past better than did Malcolm X:
When you deal with the past, you're dealing with
history, you're dealing actually with the origin of a
thing. When you know the origin, you know the cause.
If you don't know the cause, you don't know the
reason, you're just cut off, you're left standing in
mid-air. So the past deals with history or the
origin of anything -- the origin of a person, the
origin of a nation, the origin of an incident.
And when you know the origin, then you get a better
understanding of the causes that produce whatever
originated there and its reasons for originating and
its reason for being. It's impossible for you and
me to have a balanced mind in this society without
going into the past, because in the particular
society, as we function and fit into it right now,
we're such an underdog, we're trampled upon, we're
looked upon as almost nothing. Now if we don't go
into the past and find out how we got this way, we
will think that we were always this way. And if you
think that you were always in the condition that
you're in right now, it's impossible for you to have
too much confidence in yourself, you become worthless,
almost nothing. (Malcolm X, 1970)
To define the role of Black people in history, reference must
be made to the times and situations in which Black people controlled
and dominated the known world -- when they were respected as human
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beings, not as slaves or former slaves. Some historians agree with the
theory that Ethiopian civilization developed the society of Egypt. Many
ancient Greek scholars attended the universities of Ethiopia and copied
many of the Ethiopian art and poetic styles.
The names of Esop and Memnon, of Terence and Cleopatra
are names of Africans who have figured in the legend
and literature, the art and history of Greece and
Rome. Indeed, the land of Africa was a land of
wonders for the ancient Greeks and Romans, and this
to such an extent that among them it was a proverb
that out of Africa there is always something new.
(Rogers, 1972)
Other examples of Africa's great heritage were Hannibal, from Carthage,
Africa, who crossed the Alps with 300 elephants and 90,000 African troops.
He defeated Rome and occupied Italy for 15 to 20 years, and during
Europe's "Dark Ages," three great African empires (Ghana, Mali, and
Songhay) provided the main advance of human knowledge and Timbucktu
was once one of the greatest centers of learning in the world (Chu and
Skinner, 1965). Many students of White, Black and other racial identi-
ties have been led to believe that Egyptian, Carthaginian, and other
highly developed African civilizations were White, because the pictures
in most American ancient history textbooks depicted those African
people with White features.
Many Americans believe that Africans merely walked into slavery;
however, a careful study of U.S. history will reveal that Black people
were far from being passive and child-like, especially in the processes
of their capture, shipment and landing. For example, a passage from
Eyewitness: The Negro in American History explains how Blacks fought
before being placed on slave ships:
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While the African came to the New World as a prisoner
he did not leave his homeland without a struggle or
submit easily to bondage. Captain Philip Drake,
a slave trader for 50 years, reported: "The Negroes
fought like wild beasts
. .
. Slavery is a dangerous
business at sea as well as ashore." (Katz, 1971)
The struggle for freedom did not end on the shores of Africa, but
continued to the shores of America. The following quotations further
illustrate this point:
1822 Charleston, South Carolina: Betrayal of Denmark
Vessey Conspiracy, one of the most collaborate on
record. Vessey and 36 of his collaborat rs are
hanged, while an additional 130 Negroes nd four whites
are arrested. (Plosky and Brown, 1967)
1831 Southampton County, Virginia: Nat Turner leads
the greatest slave rebellion in history, with some 60
whites killed and the entire South thrown into panic.
Turner is captured on October 30, and hanged in
Jerusalem (Virginia) 12 days later. (Plosky and Brown,
1967)
In 1839 Cinque, the son of an African ruler, led over
fifty fellow slaves in revolt against their white
crew on board a slave ship named the Amistad. After
killing the captain and the cook, the Africans tied
the remaining whites to the bridge and ordered them
to steer toward Africa. The sailors tricked them by
steering towards Connecticut, where the Africans were
arrested for murder. But, after a long court fight,
Cinque and his men won their freedom. (Dennis, 1970)
The above are descriptions of only a few of the many rebellions and
insurrecti ons that took place in America; however, when students read
U.S. history textbooks, they are left with the impression that more
often than not Afro-Americans enjoyed being slaves.
The distortion of Black Americans in U.S. history textbooks has
led many historians and other writers in the field of social studies
to contradict or disprove much knowledge that has been negatively
included or omitted. For example, for many years it has been shown in
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U.S. history textbooks that the evolution of man began in Europe or
Asia; however. Dr. S. B. Leaky, leading anthropologist and historian has
shown evidence that man evolved from Africa:
In every country that one visits and where one is drawn
into a conversation about Africa, the question is
regularly asked, by people who should know better:
But what has Africa contributed to world progress?"
The critics of Africa forget that men of science today
are, with few exceptions, satisfied that Africa was
the birthplace of man himself, and that for many
hundreds of centuries thereafter, Africa was the
forefront of all world progress. (Rogers, 1972)
Not only is Africa the birthplace of man, but she as influenced
other cultures throughout the world. The Egyptian civilization, which
is located in the Northeastern corner of Africa, has been and still is
a wonder to every major known civilization on this earth. For example,
the civilization of Egypt lasted longer than any other civilization
known to man. It lasted more than 10,000 years. Egyptian civilization
reached its height and was in decline before Europe was born (Rogers,
1972).
Malcolm X (1972) discusses the depiction of Black people in
American educational institutions and their representation in U.S.
history textbooks:
They never give us enough information to let us know
what we were doing before we ended up in Mississippi,
Alabama, Georgia, Texas, and some of those other
prison states. They give us the impression with
Negro History Week that we were cotton pickers all
our lives. Cotton pickers, orange growers, mammies
and uncles for the whiteman in this country. They
might tell you about one or two who took a peanut
and made another white man rich. George Washington
Carver.
Black people of America have not only been represented in history
textbooks as cotton pickers and described as passive, but many positive
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contributions made by them have been excluded from U.S. history. To
illustrate, Pedro Alonzo Nino, a Black, arrived with Columbus in 1492.
The following gives an account of Black people who have contributed to
the making of the United States:
Americans are unaware of Negro gallantry in defense
of the nation during wartime. Fifty-one Negroes
have earned the country's highest military decoration,
the Medal of Honor. Five thousand Negroes fought
for General Washington (Largely in integrated units)
and American independence, or in the integrated
Navy of John Paul Jones. Two battalions of Negroes
fought alongside Andrew Jackson at New Orleans to
drive off the last foreign invastion of the United
States. Others fought in the war for Texas indepen-
dence, from the defeat at the Alamo to final victory
at Jacinto. More than 200,000 Negroes who fought in
the Civil War to save the Union and to end slavery
won the praise of their commanders in the field and
their commander-in-chief in the White House. Negro
infantry and cavalrymen helped tame the West, fighting
outlaws, Sioux, Comanche, and Apaches. These same
units went on to fame and glory in 1898 with Teddy
Roosevelt's Rough Riders in the charge at San Juan
Hill. In World War I entire Negro units won the
French Croix de Guerre; in World War II Negroes
fought in every theater of the war, and thousands
of Negro volunteers helped drive back the Nazi
counter-attack during the battle of the Bulge.
(Katz, 1971)
The battle field was not the only theater where Blacks made
contributions. Hundreds of Blacks have made remarkable discoveries
in many fields of science. For example, A. J. Beard invented the
rotary engine; 0. B. Brown, the horse shoe, J. M. Certin, the parcel
carrier for bicycles; W. M. Lavalette, the printing press; T. J.
Marshall, the fire extinguisher; E. McCoy, the steam cylinder lubricator;
G. T. Woods, railway telegraphy; A. C. Richardson, a casket lowering
device; W. Jonson, an egg beater; B. F. Jackson, the gas burner; W. B.
Purvis, the fountain pen (Malik, 1976). Lewis H. Latimer was a co-worker
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of Alexander Graham Bell and Thomas A. Edison. Most Americans have
never heard of the previously mentioned Black inventors nor Mr. Latimer
while Mr. Edison and Mr. Bell come to mind easily. Mr. Latimer worked
along with both Bell and Edison in the making of the telephone and the
light bulb. When the pages of U.S. history textbooks are read, the past
of Black people for the most part is no where to be seen unless they
depict pictures of Black people picking cotton, or the literature is
written in a dehumanizing manner describing them as happy slaves.
Black people have portrayed many roles in history. Rogers (1972)
commented on this role diversity:
The African people who became slaves in the United
States have been many things in history, good and
bad. They ruled great nations and they have des-
troyed great nations. They are profoundly human.
And they have played every role in the human drama,
from saint to buffoon. Slavery does not represent
the sum total of their history.
After the Blacks were made captives in North and South America,
much of their history was suppressed. It was not omitted or included
negatively by accident, but was used as a weapon to aid Europeans in
controlling their Black slaves. Richard B. Moore verifies the purpose
of the omission of African history in the following excerpt:
The significance of African history is shown,
though not overtly, in the very effort to deny
anything worthy of the name of history to Africa
and African people. This widespread, and well nigh
successful endeavor, maintained through some five
centuries, to erase African history from the general
record, is a fact which of itself should be quite
conclusive to thinking and open minds. For it is
logical and apparent that no such undertaking would
ever have been carried on, and at such length, in
order to obscure and to bury what is actually of
little or no significance. The prime significance
of African history becomes srti 1 1 more manifest when it
is realized that this deliberate denial of African
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history arose out of the European expansion and
invasion of Africa which began in the middle of the
fifteenth century. The compulsion was thereby
felt to attempt to justify such colonialist con-
quest, domination, enslavement, and plunder. Hence
this brash denial of history and culture to Africa,
and, indeed, even of human qualities and capacity
for "civilization to indigenous peoples of Africa "
(Rogers, 1972)
The omission and distortion of Black history in U.S. history
textbooks for the aformentioned reasons have served the dominant Whites
well. For centuries many Blacks in America have suffered from their
lack of identity through history and the majority of Black and White
Americans have been led to believe that Black people have no past. Many
of them conceptualize the African continent as being inhabited by
savages. A multitude of Americans, some Blacks, other minorities,
and especially White Americans believe in this myth, an expression, taken
from a well -circulated newsletter:
Your ancestors were just naked savages when they
were brought to this country 350 years ago. They
had no names, and no language beyond a few grunts
and groans . . . little if any above the chatter
of the monkeys. Aqri culture was unknown to them;
in their native Africa their soul-food was insects
and the flesh of their own people; and their dens
were made of broken sticks and mud. The supersti-
tion rites of their voodoo witch-doctors was their
only treatment for disease. They did not know
that water could be used for bathing as well as
for drinking. (The Tri-Citizen, 1970)
The American educational institutions have perpetuated the above
myth covertly or overtly in the name of U.S. history and God. J. A.
Rogers (1972) explains his reasons and interest in the history of Black
people:
The Christian blacks themselves said amen to this
and joined in spreading the doctrine. My Sunday
school teacher, an almost unmixed Negro, told us
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that black people were cursed by God and doomed to
eternal servitude to white people because Ham had
laughed at his drunken father, Noah. To clinch
his argument he read to us from the Bible, which
we were taught was infallible. Doubt but a single
word, try to change but a tittle, and you are doomed
to burn in hell forever and ever. The slave masters
and kidnappers had indeed done their work well. They
had so incorporated their iniquities with the
Christian religion that when you doubted their
racism you were contradicting the Bible and flying
in the face of Almight God. As for the devout
Christian Negro who taught us, so great an impression
did he make on me that I still remember his features
and his name though nearly a century has passed. Of
course, it was understood that if one had a mixture
of "white blood," which was in my case, one's future
was not entirely hopeless. Still one could never
reach the heights of intelligence and accomplishment
of an unmixed white person, for any visible degree
of Negro strain immutably consigned one to be
"lower than the angels," that is, the whites. This
eternal inferiority included me. However, even at
the risk of eternal torture I could not swallow what
this sincere, but gullible tool of the master class
was telling me. There was a streak of logic in me
that prevented it. I had been told that God was
good. Why, then, I asked myself, had he doomed
millions and millions of people to such an ignominious
fate simply because their "ancestor" thousands of
years ago had laughed at his father because the father
had been acting like a pig. Was God so much in favor
of drunken fathers?
J. A. Rogers was very fortunate; his intuition and inquisition
led him to research the past of Black people to an extent that many
historians cannot match. Rogers' research ranged from Europe to
Africa to the Americas. These are some of the historical truths that
Rogers discovered which had never before been revealed to American
people:
Hatshepsut of ancient Egypt was the greatest female
ruler of all time, according to some Egyptologists.
Among those whom she dominated was her brother,
Thotmes III, "The Napoleon of Far Antiquity."
Akhenaton IV
,
better known as "Akhenaton, the Heretic
King, is in some respects the most extraordinary
monarch whoever sat on a throne.
Aesop
,
whom many have thought of and still relate to
as White, was a Black man. Aesop influenced many
of the great Western philosophers such as Plato,
Socrates, Aristophanes, Aristotle, Solon, Cicero,
Julius Caesar, Caxton, Shakespeare, and La Fontaine.
Socrates spent his last days putting Aesop's great
fables into verse.
Cleopatra VII
,
Queen of Egypt, has come down to us
through twenty centuries as the perfect example of
the seductive art of women. With her beauty,
learning, and culture she fascinated and held two
successive masters of the world.
Estevani co was among some of the great Black explorers
who came to America. And in his coming he discovered
Arizona and New Mexico.
Jan Ernest Matzeliqer
,
another historical figure
discovered by Rogers, proves to be one of the greatest
inventors of his time. Matzeliger invented the shoe
machine that revolutionized the American shoe indus-
try and consequently made many White capitalists rich
and created a multitude of jobs for the unemployed.
Paul Lawrence Dunbar
,
one of America's most respected
writers of Black folklore and dialect, was one the
greatest American writers who lived during the 20th
century.
Bert Williams
,
a Black comedian about whom very little
is known to this day, has been considered as the
"inventor of laughter" in America.
William E. Burghardt DuBois , to this day is considered
one of America's greatest scholars, educators, and
fighters for human ri qhts for Black people in America.
Marcus Garvey, "Back-to-Africa " leader, was the most
widely known of all proponents for the rights of the
Negro.
Ernest Everett Just, a native of Charleston, South
Carolina, proved to be among the best in the fields
of zoology and history. He won special honors in
these fields.
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Arthur A. Schomburq, considered as "The Sherlock Holmes
of Negro History," still to this day ranks as the
foremost collector of books about Black people.
Rogers' in-depth research into the past of Black people
would be impossible to cover completely in this dissertation. The
aforementioned were only a few of the Black people whom he found among
his research.
It must be understood that the works and contributions of J. A.
Rogers were initially forgotten and were not published by a major
publishing company until recently. Finances to publish his works
came out of his own modest pocket and did not reach much of the Black
population. Those who did have access to Rogers' works thought he was
insane to present such findings of Blacks who had made so many
contributions to U.S. and world history.
The search for the past of Black people did not stop with the
scholarly contributions made by J. A. Rogers. William Loren Katz's
Eyewitness: The Negro in American History (1967) has presented a far
better account of U.S. history than any of his White counterparts.
Katz's depiction of Black people in U.S. history has contributed
significantly toward representing history in a more positive form for
Black Americans. Many U.S. history teachers are not familiar with his
research. His research began on the shores of Africa and has continued
to contemporary U.S. A. Katz's research was begun long before the Black
movement of the 60's, but his work still has not for the most part
reached the educational institutions of America.
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The Negro Almanac by Henry A. Ploski and Roscoe C. Brown (1967)
is a chronology of the Black American's past. It can effectively be
used by teachers to help them choose the American history textbook
which is least biased. This document includes major events in Negro
History (1492-1959) and Deaths of Prominent Negroes (1965-1966).
The Role of the 60's in Relation to Black History
Much of the previously mentioned research concerning Black
contributions to U.S. history did not surface until the 60's. The
60' s brought about new identities for Black Americans and one of those
identities involved knowing more about Black history. The many protests
and sit-ins which took place on White and Black college and university
campuses were intended to put pressure on the American educational
institutions to make Black studies available to students. The following
is typical in the making of Black identity:
The new rhetoric stressed black independence and
political power, in place of integration with whites,
emphasized community development over individual
advancement and called for meeting violence with
violence rather than passive resistance. It
insisted upon the title "black," in place of the
"Negro" that had once been itself a victory. The
white man's exaggeration of Africa color, which
identified it linguistically with soot, evil and
all negation was virtue. "Black is beautiful."
Blacks ceased processing their hair and bleaching
their skin. Soul food became a cuisine instead
of a necessity; scul music expressed ethnic distinct-
ness more deliberately than had the older, and perhaps
more African, Afro-American rhythms and tones; black
theater companies came on the stage to explore the
riches of the black experience; artists worked strong
motifs in stark splashes of color. (Burner, Marcus
and West, 1971)
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Kane in his research. Minori ties in Textbooks (1970), stresses
the importance of the 60* s and the pressures it brought about for basic
changes in social studies texts:
The 1960 s has been a decade of unprecedented action
on the part of the largest minority group in the United
States, black Americans. A significant aspect of
the civil rights movement has been its focus on gaining
adequate and justified representation of the black
American heritage in textbooks and other classroom
materials.
Many writers entered the arena of Black history during and after
the Black movement of the 1960's. William Loren Katz, mentioned pre-
viously, gives further evidence of this fact in Teacher's Guide to
American Negro History (1968):
On the day this book was published, April 6, 1968,
two startling events focused nation-wide attention
on black history. At White Plains High School, New
York, black and white students, demanding more
emphasis on the history of Afro-Americans, went on
strike and shut down the school. Only a few hours
earlier, on the previous evening. Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., had been assassinated in Memphis.
With the mood of the 60' s sensitizing the minds of many Americans,
pressures from minorities and especially Blacks made a number of
demands that new materials be included or excluded from American
textbooks. The history textbook was one of the main books in which
minorities wanted a change. For example, the Anti -Defamation League
made its first approach to ease the textbook situation. The ADL
studied American textbooks and published Treatment of Minorities in
Secondary School Text s (Marcus, 1961). The ADL Study was equipped
with seven criteria for evaluating textbook materials in the American
educational institution as follows:
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1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
Illusion Information about Nazi persecution, Negroes,Jews, or other minority groups should be incorporated in
all relevant portions of the respective texts.
Mikity. Accurate statements should clearly be the
pertinent information; they should never be misleading
or ambiguous.
Ba lance . All aspects of the subject -- both negative
and positive -- should be given reasonable attention;
over-emphasis on any one aspect to the neglect of another
should be avoided to prevent distorted impressions.
Comprehensi veness . The range of human characteristics
should be described in reference to any or all groups
so as to eliminate the danger of stereotyping according
to race, religion, national origin, or ancestry. Such
matters as cultural assimilation and diverse factors
affecting groups should be included where relevant.
Ccincreteness
. The materials should be primarily factual
and objective. Generalizations, editorializing and
platitudes should be avoided.
6. Uni ty . Information about each group that is dealt with
at any one time and place should be sufficiently concen-
trated to be meaningful rather than fragmented into
scattered passing references.
7. Real i sm . Social evils, such as Nazi genocide of minorities
and restrictive immigration, and unsolved problems, including
prejudice and discrimination, should receive frank treat-
ment rather than being defended, minimized, or ignored.
The ADL Study was helpful. It helped to ease the textbook situation
a bit, but not nearly enough to change the many biases which are still
prevalent in U.S. history textbooks. To illustrate, little change in
history textbooks occurred where Blacks and other minorities were
concerned. Michael Kane's research. Minorities in Textbooks (1970)
expl ains:
It is not unreasonable to expect that, over twenty-one
years, the readily admitted shortcoming of social
studies textbooks in their treatment of racial,
religious, and ethnic groups would have been corrected.
But they have not. There have been some attempts to
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revise textbooks in order to overcome the objections
of educators and others concerned with democratic
practices, but these efforts have resulted in minor
improvements
.
He further concluded that with the exception of one remarkably
unknown book which met the criterion of inclusion by offering some
information on the contemporary Black man, most books could be judged
inaequate.
The mood of the sixties encouraged Malcolm X to explore and
verbalize to Black Americans the seriousness of kn wing their history.
An excerpt taken from Malcolm's speech, "Afro-American History," to the
Organization of Afro-American Unity, January 24, 1965, is only one of
the many orations delivered to help Black people find their identity
through Black history:
. . . of all our studies, history is best qualified
to reward our research. And when you see that you've
got problems, all you have to do is examine the historic
method used all over the world by others who have
problems similar to yours. Once you see how they got
theirs straight, then you know how you can get yours
straight. (Malcolm X, 1972)
The speeches and writings of Malcolm X led many historians and
writers in other areas of social studies to peer deeper into contri-
butions made by Black Americans. One such writer was Otto Lindenneyer
who was born in New York in 1936. Lindenneyer' s research work entitled
Black History: Lost, Stolen or Strayed was published in 1970. He
explains the scope of his research:
This book is organized in seven chapters of five
major themes: Theme one discusses some of the buried
or dormant heroes being resurrected for black (and
general ) consumption, and implicates some who have
deformed history; theme two suggests some of the
consequences of "managing" history, subjugating its
real force, and thus arresting man's potential
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progress; theme three examines the omissions and
distortions common to slavery, the military estab-
lishment, and the movie industry; theme four
illuminates Africa and the "Afro" experience; and
theme five views the new battle ground: the school-
room in which the seemingly dogmatic black teacher
seeks to compensate for years of neglect, suppression,
and distortion by guiding the black child toward a
new and prophetic sense of his own importance and
potential manhood.
Lindenneyer s research has been used widely in numerous classroom
settings in America. His work has been used by the Columbia Broad-
casting System. The adaptation of Lindenneyer 's materials to television
has been seen several times and they have been made into an educational
film for utilization in a variety of ways. The use of his work in the
educational institutions of America has been helpful and encouraging
to many teachers and students from every ethnic background who were
unaware of Black contributions.
After the death of Martin Luther King, Jr., in 1968, and the
weakening economic or materialistic bribery by the establishment, the
mood of the 60' s receded and so did the basic struggle for the
improvement of U.S. history textbooks.
Recent Attitudes Toward Black History
The struggle of the 60' s and the earlier mentioned contributions
made by many historians which give Black people their true and rightful
role in U.S. history still have not convinced publishers of history
textbooks, writers, educators, and educational institutions to signifi-
cantly integrate Black contributions into U.S. history textbooks. The
most recent study conducted by the Afro-American Cultural Education
Center concluded (1974):
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During the past decade, minority groups have
challenged racism in our society and schools, and
have demanded that schools change their white ethno-
centric; recognizing the ethnic diversity in our
society, some school reforms have been made. These
changes have been implemented generally through
curriculum modifications and hiring minority
teachers and administrators. Many books and arti-
cles written have been directed toward the white
teacher and administrator, suggesting alternatives
in teaching techniques and strategies. Teachers
have been asked to examine their own racist atti-
tudes, and ethnic study courses have been intro-
duced into curriculum. But like many efforts,
once seen recurring and old techniques are creeping
back into school procedures and policies.
The half-healing or reopening of old wounds in U.S. history
curricula has caused writers, especially Blacks, to venture deeper into
the problems found in history materials. James A. Banks (1974) in his
article, "Relevant Social Studies for Black Pupils," which was developed
from interviewing seventh grade students who were both Black and White,
describes an experiment he conducted. He had students read history
textbooks, fictional materials, and biographies and then respond to the
question "What was Black slavery like in the U.S.?" After these books
were read by the students, teachers of these pupils were asked to formu-
late questions of this nature:
1. How were si aves treated?
2. How did people who were not slaves feel about slavery?
3. How did slavery in the U.S. compare with slavery in other
parts of the world?
4. How hard did slaves have to work?
5. How did master and slave feel toward each other?
6. Did slaves ever try to escape?
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After the students had weighed the questions carefully, they
concluded the following:
1. Many slaves were happy and contented.
2. Most slaves worked on large plantations rather than on
small farms.
3. Everyone except slave owners was against slavery.
4. Slavery in the U.S. was just like slavery in other parts
of the world.
The conclusions that Banks' students reached evidenced that their
U.S. history textbooks were racist and unfair to Blacks and other
minorities. Many psychologists, historians, anthropologists and other
professionals believe that distorted history read by students can cause
much misunderstanding and many socio-psychologi cal problems in America
as a whole. This socio-psychological effect does not limit its venom
to Blacks and other minorities; it destroys many White Americans.
Malcolm X (1970) explained this socio-psychological brainwashing as early
as the 60' s:
The whole stream of western philosophy has now wound
up in a cul-de-sac. The white man has perpetuated
upon himself, as well as upon the black man, so
gigantic a fraud that he has put himself into a crack.
He did it through his elaborate, neurotic necessity
to hide the black man's true role in history. And
today the white man is faced head on with what is
happening on the black continent, Africa. Look
at the artifacts being discovered there, that are
proving over and over again, how the black man had.
great, fine, sensitive civilizations before the white
man was out of the caves. History has been so
"whitened" by the white man that even the black
professors have known little more than the most
ignorant Black man about the talents and rich civiliza-
tions and cultures of the black man millenniums ago.
I have lectured in Negro colleges and some of these
brain-washed black Ph.D.'s, with their suspenders
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dragging the ground with degrees, have run to the
white man's newpaper calling me a "black fanatic."
Why, a lot of them are fifty years behind the times.
Malcom's thoughts have not been forgotten; Dr. 0. C. Bobby Daniels,
of the University of Massachusetts, has provided evidence of the signifi-
cance of a well-balanced history curriculum in his research, In ter-Racial
Apperception and Ideology (1970). Daniels' study explains clearly that
Americans would have a better understanding, more humane feelings for
one another, and warmer interaction with other ethnic groups if history
and other social factors were not presented in dis orted and mypoic
perspectives. His study further showed that this warped presentation
of history has given Whites, for the most part, a complex of superiority,
and Blacks and other minorities, a complex of inferiority. The DTIAI
(Daniels Test of Inter-racial Apperception and Ideology), the instru-
ment developed and used by Daniels, is described as a culture fair
test. This instrument presents comparative analyses of the same or
similar contributions made by both Black and White personalities in
America. The DTIAI consists of three parts: Part I, The Cognitive
Scale; Part II, The Visual Literacy Scale, in which 35 mm slides are
shown of an equal number of Black and White faces of past and contempor-
ary American society; and Part III, The Tolerance Scale, which has 12
forced-choice questions that the respondents must answer "yes" or
"no." From Part I of the DTIAI one can make a prediction of one's
awareness and tolerance of American society. Following are some exam-
ples taken from Part I of the Cognitive Scale of the DTIAI; the
excerpts
are numbered as they are found in the test.
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1. The American patriot famous for his midnight horse
ride to warn the colonists of arrival of the British
troops was (1) Patrick Henry (2) John Hancock
(3) Thomas Paine (4) Thomas Jefferson (5) Paul Revere.
4. The first American to place the United States flag on
the North Pole was (1) Admiral Peary (2) Matthew
Henson (3) Roger Chaffe (4) Virgil Grissom.
20. The first open heart surgery to be performed in the
world was done by (1) Christian Bernard (2) Vincent
Cooley (3) Daniel Williams (4) Michael Debakey
(5) Phillip Blyburg.
25. The composer of "An American in Paris" and "Rhapsody
in Blue" is (1) George Gershwin (2) Samuel Barber
(3) Paul Hindersmith (4) Leonard Bernstein
(5) Frederick Chopin.
31. Louis Pastuer is credited with a process called
(1) pasteurization (2) homogenation (3) fixation
(4) micro-teaching (5) preserving.
35. Charles Drew developed techniques for (1) separating
and preserving blood (2) refining sugar (3) distilling
vinegar (4) reserving grandilla (5) removing tars from
tobacco.
39. The founder of Chicago was (1) Alexis de Toqueville
(2) Jean DuSable (3) Henry Chicone (4) Father
Marquette (5) James Joliet.
Daniels' findings present a basic historical perspective showing
explicitly that Whites, Blacks, and other minorities are most familar
with contributions and faces of White Americans and those faces
of the very few Blacks who have gained White respect. The DTIAI has been
administered throughout the United States, and the findings are basically
identitcal . The DTIAI has been used in industrial, religious, and
educational institutions in America. The exploration of this testing
instrument led to a total residential study of a vari of groups at
the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. The findings were
poignant;
the study concluded the following:
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This study has substantiated much of what was already
believed to be characteri Stic of race relations in
the residential areas. Many recommendations for
improving the quality of inter-racial apperception
and ideology could be presented; however, this
researcher will list the three which he considers
most pressing and most practical (Daniels, 1973);
(1) Curriculum revision on all levels which
would result in a balanced account of
the building of our nation in all
disciplines.
(2) The requirement of at least one basic
course in Afro-American History for all
students (graduates, undergraduates, and
special ).
(3) Adherence to affirmative action guidelines.
The testing instruments of Daniels and other who have made
numerous contributions toward changing the content of U.S. history
textbooks definitely prove the importance of knowing and understanding
the history of all people who are part of the American heritage.
Without a balanced historical perspective of all American citizens, they
will never be freed of this ignorance.
Notwithstanding the research findings on Afro-American history by
such historians as J. A. Rogers, L. B. Leaky, John Hope Franklin,
William Loren Katz, Roscoe Brown, Harry, Ploski, Daniel Chu, Elliott
Skinner, and R. Ethel Dennis, and in spite of the many protests that took
place on Black and White college and university campuses to improve Black
identity through Afro-American history, U.S. history textbooks are still
presenting to educational institutions inept and racist scholarship to
students.
CHAPTER I I I
METHOD
Sample of Textbooks Used
A school system in Hampshire County, Massachusetts, was selected
for participation in this study. Twenty-one social studies and United
States history textbooks currently being utilized at the elementary,
junior and senior high school levels of this system were examined.
Table 1 lists the textbooks that were examined. T e periods these
textbooks covered are Colonization and Slavery, the American Revolution,
post-American Revolution, Civil War and Reconstruction, Turn of the
Century, World War I, World War II, and post-World War II. The
selection of these books emanated from this researcher's intent to
examine the degree to which Black and White personalities who had made
the same or similar contributions to U.S. history were included in or
excluded from this basic form of educational media, because history and
social studies textbooks have been among the most utilized tools of
teachers in American educational institutions.
Permission to examine the twenty-one textbooks was granted by the
administration and history and social studies department chairpersons
of the schools selected for this study. Numerous on-site visits were
made to the schools' resource centers. During these visits textbooks
were examined and evaluated. Also, a variety of textbook-related
interviews were held with teachers. Such interviews provided the
teachers with information on the purpose and procedures of the study.
This researcher was, in turn, informed of both basic and supplementary
materials currently being utilized in the school system.
LIST
OF
TEXTBOOKS
EVALUATED
IN
THE
STUDY
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The school system selected was chosen because it attracts a variety
of ethnic groups from the United States and abroad such as Native
Americans, Blacks, Puerto Ricans, Mexican Americans, Asian Americans
and other White and non-White minorities. Its attraction of different
ethnic groups is significantly due to the university and colleges
located in its geographical area: Smith, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke,
Amherst, and the University of Massachusetts. Table 2 contains the
ethnic breakdown in the school system. Not only does this area attract
a diversity of ethnicities, but it also draws entertainers and a
variety of professionals from outside the university and college communi-
ties. The population, including that of the university and colleges,
totals more than 31,932, according to data from the Needs Assessment
Committee (1975).
Development of Criteria for the Evaluation of
U.S. History and Social Studies Textbooks
For the purpose of providing an explicit and yet general view of
the scholarship contained in the U.S. history textbooks examined in
this study, a guide. Manual for Evaluative Procedures for Traditional
U.S. History Textbooks , was developed. The manual contains five
procedural components.
Procedure I
This procedure involves use of the Format Data Sheet, which
requests information about the textbook title, author, date of ?y ight,
etc. Table 3 is a complete reproduction of the Format Data Sheet.
TABLE 2
BREAKDOWN OF ETHNIC GROUPS IN THE SCHOOL SYSTEM STUDIED*
Ethnic Group
American Indians
Black, Not of Hispanic Origin
Asian
Black, of Hispanic Origin
White, of Hispanic Origin
White, Not of Hispanic Origin
Total
1
169
58
12
49
2,951
*0ffice of the Superintendent.
TABLE 3
FORMAT DATA SHEET
1. Name of U.S. History Textbook:
2. Author(s):
3. Name of Publishing Company:
4. Place of Publication:
5. Copyright Date:
6. Grade Level: 1 2 3 4
8 9 10 11
7. Number of Topics Related Directly to:
A. Native Americans
B. Black Americans
C. Asian American
D. Other Minorities
E. White Women
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Procedure II
Procedure II involves the use of the Comparative Analyses Chart
(Table 4). The names of Black and White people who have made the same
or similar contributions in U.S. history are found on this chart.
(Brief descriptions of the White and Black persons on the chart are
presented in Appendix C.) It is divided into four columns. Column 1
lists major periods in U.S. history beginning with "Colonization and
Slavery" and extending to "Post World War II." Column 2 lists the
names of Black people who made important contributions in U.S. history
for each period shown in Column 1. Column 3 is the same as Column 2
except that it deals with White rather than Black involvement in U.S.
history. Column 4 is divided into four categories. The first category
has the symbol BP (Black People) and the second category WP (White
People). For the first two categories, if the name of a Black or
White person is found in the index of a history textbook chosen for
review, a plus (+) sign is to be inserted in the appropriate category.
Procedure III
Procedure III requires a computation, in Column 4, of the number
of words devoted to Black and White personalities listed on the com-
parative Analyses Chart. Space for word count is contained under the
third and fourth categories. The thrid category has the symbol NWDBP
(Number of Words Devoted to Black Personalities) and the fourth
category has the symbol NWDWP (Number of Words Devoted to White
Personalities). Many U.S. history textbooks include Black people,
other minorities, and women, but the information given is imbalanced
compared to that of White males. For example, the widely used junior
COMPARATIVE
ANALYSES
CHART
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high U.S. history textbook, This is America's Story , includes Crispus
Attucks, but includes only a few words about him; however, when Paul
Revere is mentioned or disucssed, an illustration is shown of his heroic
ride and several paragraphs are written about him. Many U.S. history
textbooks include Blacks, but do not expound upon their importance.
The evaluative process for individuals listed in Columns 1 and 2 in the
Comparative Analyses Chart consists of counting the number of words
devoted to each personality and then comparing and contrasting the
individual totals. For example, let us assume that Pedro Alonzo Nino's
name was found in the index of a U.S. history Textbook. You would turn
to the appropriate page, count the number of words in the second line
of the paragraph, count the number of lines in each paragraph, and then
multiply the total words counted in the second line by the total lines
in each paragraph. However, when the situation appears obvious that an
individual has more than a thousand words devoted to him/her, he or she
is automatically credited with a thousand words. When the total number
of words has been calculated for each individual, the total is recorded
under NWDBP if the person was Black or NWDWP if the individual was White.
This researcher used this approach because it is one way to
immediately recognize the balance and imbalance of scholarship in U.S.
history textbooks.
Procedure IV
Procedure IV involves the inclusion and exclusion of Black people
through illustrations. This procedure is divided into two sections.
Section I, Inclusions, encompasses illustrations of negative, semi-
negative and extreme stereotypes of Black personalities. Section II,
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Exclusions, depicts portraits of positive images of Black personalities
which should be included in U.S. history textbooks. The following are
instructions for procedure IV: Compare and contrast illustrations of
Black personalities located in Sections I and II with the illustrations
in the 21 selected U.S. history textbooks. Following each illustration
in Sections I and II appears a name or description explaining the salient
negative and positive inclusions and exclusions of Black people in
U.S. history.
SECTION I
INCLUSIONS
This section consists of figures which illustrate stereotypes
of Black people.
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flgureJL This illustration depicts Black people walking into
sal very. It was taken from Exploring the Non-Western World , a junior
high social studies textbook used in New York City. No reference was
made concerning the struggle Black peole waged before they were chained
and forced on to a slave ship. Pictures of this nature found in U.S.
history and social studies materials can be misleading to students
when presented without clarifying data.
fl9-u
.
re 2
- This photograph suggests that Black people on this
auction block are passive; however, many Black people resisted slavery
in a variety of ways.
Figures 3 and 4 . These illustrations suggest Black people as
having accepted and having been satisfied with the institution of slavery.
Figures 5 and 6 . When references are made to the kinds of jobs
Black people perfom, they are usually depicted as house servants, cotton
pickers, etc., as shown in these illustrations.
Figures 7 and 8 . The following illustrations are examples of
mockeries of Blackness. Figure 7 suggests that a Black individual
dressed in white feels clean. Figure 8 suggests that the sun is upset
because it cannot fade Black pigmentation.
Figures 9, 10 and 1
1
.
These are illustrations of overt, general
stereotypes which historically have been presented in America through
textbooks and other forms of media. The illustrations show Black
people with rolling eyes, overweight, thick lips, bulbous noses, and
the mother with the bandana around her head and an apron around her waist.
Figure 12 . This illustration is another typical stereotype, which
portrays the myth that all Black people love watermelon. It also depicts
the Black person with thick lips, rolling eyes, and shining teeth.
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F igure 13 . This illustration is a typical stereotype that depicts
Black children as little ugly pickaninnies with little intelligence.
Also, a mockery is made of Black dialect.
figures 14, l_5_and_J_6. The dehumanization of Black manhood has
been another trend in U.S. history and other forms of U.S. media.
These illustrations depict the Black man looking down to his master,
as lazy, shiftless, unintelligent, and with a mentality less than that
of a White child.
Figure 1
A Mere Walk into Slavery
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Figure
2
he
Human
Auction
Block
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Figure
3
The
Happy
Life
on
the
Plantation
47
Dancing,
A
Favorite
Pastime
48
The
Images
of
Mammy
and
Mistress
49
Blacks
in
the
Cotton
Field
Figure 7 50
The Rightness of Whiteness
SUNLIGHT
.Soap
Figure 8 51
Degrading of Blackness
Figure 9 52
^Dehumanization of Black Womanhood
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Figure 10
The Clown Images
Figure 11
54
Typica 1 Stereotyping of Blacks Physical Appearance
—*- J . — - _
•
- «kM*A

Figure
13
Dehumanization
of
Black
Children
'‘•rr/
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Figure
14
Master
and
Servant
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Figure
15
Thinking
Through
a
Difficult
Checker
Game
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Figure
16
Black
Servant
and
White
Child
SECTION II
EXCLUSIONS
This section depicts and explains positive images of Black people
which should be included in U.S. history textbooks. It also shows
debunks of negative images of prominent White Americans whose
wrongs have been excluded from U.S. history textbooks.
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gure 17
-’ This is a Photograph of theraiqhty Piankhy, King of
Ethiopia and conqueror of Egypt. This illustration demonstrates the
existence of early African civilizations. For example, American students
of history believe that Egyptian, Ethiopian and other highly developed
civilizations of Africa were White because U.S. history textbooks
nave presented these people with White features; however, when one peers
at the physical features of Piankhy that myth is attacked. A number of
historians believe that Egyptian culture grew out of Ethiopian culture.
A close observation of the two-headed cobra found on Piankhy's head
is the same status symbol of power as that used by the ancient
Egyptians.
Figure 18 . Peering very philosophically is Aesop. Aesop was
a Moor from Africa, who was sold into slavery. He is best known for
his fables. Many believe to this day he was White. He was Black and
influenced great men of Western thought such as Plato, Socrates,
Ari stohpanes
,
Aristole, Solon, Cicero, Julius Caesar, Caxton,
Shakespeare, and La Fountaine.
Figure 19 . Shown in this illustration is an architect's design
of a model slave ship used to transport Africans to the Americas,
designed for human cargo lying on their sides. Students do not usually
see illustrations of this kind in traditional U.S. history textbooks
because most historians have shown only the "good" aspects of slavery.
A trip from Africa on a boat of this nature took approximately three
months and sometimes longer {depending on the weather). Many died from
lack of exercise and from disease.
Figure 20. Joseph Cinque was mentioned in only a few of the U.S.
history textbooks evaluated. He is an important figure in U.S. history
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of whom students should be aware. Cinque demonstrated to the world and
to America that he wanted no part of slavery when he led fifty fellow
slaves in revolt against their White crew on board the Amistad.
Figure 21 . This is another example of exclusion from U.S.
history textbooks. Illustrated here is a painful leave-taking scene
of a child being separated from its mother. Students should understand
that separation of child from his/her parents or family is one of the
greatest drawbacks in developing one's culture. Slavery did it to
Black Americans.
Figure 22. U.S. history textbooks do not expound on the many
efforts put forth by Black people to escape the American institution
of slavery. This illustration shows young Black teenagers fighting off
slave catchers.
The following illustrations are faces of Black people who made an
effort to free themselves and to help other Black people become free
from the evils of slavery.
Figure 23 . This is a photograph of the great abolitionist,
Frederick Douglass, who not only escaped the evils of slavery in
America, but fought fearlessly to destroy the system. His many anti-
slavery speeches and the North Star
,
newspaper published in 1847, carried
the message to a multitude of humane and enslaved Black people.
Figure 24. Harriet Tubman, "the Mother of the Underground Railroad,"
was responsible for helping more than 300 Black people escape from
slavery.
Figure 25 . This illustration shows the faces of a Black troop
that served during the Civil War in the Union Army.
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figure 26 . Francis Ellen Harper was an acclaimed poetess and
fighter for the rights of Black people and women.
figure 27. Ida B. WElls was born in Mississippi. She compiled
the first statistical pamphlet on lynching, A Red Record , which
destroyed the myth that lynchings were designed to protect "white
womanhood.
"
A multitude of Black and White students still do not believe
Black cowboys existed during the development of the rugged West. They
are aware only of White cowboys, e.g., Wild Bill Htchcock, Daniel
Boone, David Crockett, Roy Rogers, and Billy the Kid, in U.S. history
textbooks, T.V., comic books, and other media. The following illustra-
tions depict several of the many Black cowboys of America.
Figure 28 . This is an illustration of the famous cowboy Nat
Love, better known as Deadwood Dick. He claimed to have known Buffalo'
Bill and Bat Masterson, and reportedly rode with Billy the Kid and
Jesse James.
Figure 29 . Isom Dart was a Colorado cowboy and outlaw.
Figure 30 . Eugene Tyler was considered one of the "bad" men
of the West, who robbed the Los Banos Stage on May 7, 1875, with Dan
McCarty
.
Fi gure 31 . Louis Sheridan Leary was a famous cowboy from Colorado.
Figure 32 . Danger field Newby was a famous cowboy.
Music (which has been one of the great talents of Black people
from the time they were brought to American shores) has not yet been
mentioned in U.S. history textbooks. Afro-American music which encom-
passess spirituals, blues, and jazz has been proclaimed by many as the
only original music of the United States. Musicians W. C. Handy, composer.
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arranger, and teacher, and James A. Bland, composer of the popular
American song, "Carry Me Back to Old Virginny," are not found in U.S.
history textbooks. Following are only a few illustrations of Black
people who have contributed to the musical world.
F igure 33 . This is an illustration of Bessie Smith. She made a
tremendous contribution to blues, which is a great form in American
music.
^19 ure 34 ‘ Shown here is an illustration of Roland Hayes, one of
the first Blacks to be accepted as a singer of cla sical music. For
a long time many Whites thought Black people were incapable of performing
classical music.
Figure 35 . This is an illustration of Marian Anderson, one of
the greatest and rarest contralto singers of our time.
Black people (since the day they were brought to the American
shores) have tried to demonstrate to Americans that they are as gifted
as any human being in any field regardless of its sophistication.
The following illustrate only a small number of the many contributions
made by Black people.
Figure 36 . Phillis Wheatley was a colonial poetess.
Figure 37 . Benjamin Banneker was a farmer and scientist who
developed the first wooden clock in America. He was one of the first
to predict the solar exlipse accurately and was chosen by George
Washington to serve on the commission that planned the U.S. capital,
Washington, D. C.
Figure 38. Hiram S. Thomas introduce potato chips.
Figure 39 . This is a diagram showing the blueprint of a corn
harvester invented by H. L. Jones.
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£iguj^_40. This diagram depicts the design of C. B. Brooks'
street sweeping machine.
-
F
-
l9ure 41 ' This is a photograph of the inventor, Lewis Latimer,
who worked along with Alexander G. Bell and Thomas A. Edison. He drew
up the design for Bell's first telephone and was responsible for designing
the first electrical lighting system in New York City.
Figure 42 . Garrett A. Morgan invented the gas mask and the traffic
light.
_Figure 43 . This is an illustration of Henry Ossawa Tanner, the
great painter of religious subjects.
figTLUlM- Dorie Miller was a great naval war hero of World War II.
Figure 45 . Paul Robeson, a Black man of many talents, was a
scholar, actor, singer, athlete, wri ter, lawyer, and fighter for human
rights.
U.S. history textbooks perennially mislead students to believe
that the "founding fathers" and statesmen of the United States have
been all good. For example, when students of U.S. history study the
life styles of such men as George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham
Lincoln, and other great White Americans they are portrayed as saints.
Following are illustrations which are excluded from traditional history.
Figure 46 . This is an illustration of one of Thomas Jefferson's
slaves.
Figure 47 . This illustration depicts attitudes of some White
Amcircans observing Black people being lynched.
Figure 17
Pi ankhy
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Piankhy
Figure 18
Aesop
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Figure 19
An Inside View of a Slave Ship
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Joseph Cinque,
Amistad revolt
leader of the
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Figure 26
Francis Ellen Haroer
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Figure 27
Ida B. Wells
Ida B. Wells de-
voted her life to the
fii(ht against hjne fl-
ing and discrimina-
tion. She became a
ton tiding member of
the ;VAA CP.
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Fiqure 28
Nat Love
/
Figure 29
Isom Dart
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Figure 30
Eugene Tyler
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Figure 32
Dangerfield Newby
Figure 33
Bessie Smith H?
Figure 34
Roland //mrs
t I uu
Figure 36
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Phillis Wheatley, poet, from a portrait pub-
lished in her 1773 book of verse. Her work
was encouraged by her kind Boston mis-
who finally lihcfatcd hcv*
,*¥• ' *, >! .
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Phillis Wheatley
Figure 37
Benjamin Banneker
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Figure 38
Figure 39
Jones' Corn Harvester 88
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Figure 40
Brooks Street Sweeper
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Lewis Latimer
Figure 42
Garrett A. Morgan
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Garrett A. Morgan.
Figure 43
Henry Ossawa Tanner
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Figure 44
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Figure 45
Paul Roebeson
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Figure 46
Thomas Jefferson's Slave
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Figure 47
The Lynched Scene
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Procedure V
Procedure V involves the observation of Black stereotypes that are
generally found in U.S. history textbooks. The observations are socio-
psychological in nature and are facilitatpH hw -p itTdt 1 1
1
ed by the following ten queries:
0) Does the writer produce stereotypes that would be offensive
to Black people, i.e., passivity, immorality, militancy, and placement
in a dependent role?
(2) Does the history textbook give the Black student an identity
to be proud of, making it clear that he/she has a great African heritage?
(3) How are Black people being defined in terms of name: "American
Negro," "Colored People," "Negro," "Afro-American," "Afro-Saxon"?
(4) Are White values being used to define the values of Black
people? For example, if Black people do not wear their hair and clothes
in the all-American, middle-class style, are they branded as being
militant? In much of U.S. history, we find evidence of the demand
that Black people become "White." For example, during the second world
war, it was often noted that Black people fought "just like whites."
Are such comments patently racist?
(5) Does the history textbook try to justify the White race as
being superior by referring to studies such as those conducted by
Schockley and Jensen?
(6) Is the history textbook being realistic about the racial
problems that are now existing in America, e.g., school bussing?
(7) Does the history textbook give examples of Black organizations
that are doing positive things for the Black community and culture,
e.g., the Black Muslims, NAACP, Black Panthers, Urban League, etc.?
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(8) Is the history textbook portraying the Black family as a
two-parent role model?
(9) Is the history textbook geared toward one culture as being
superior to other cultures?
OO) Does the U.S. history textbook explain in any way the culture
of Black people in Africa before they were made American slaves and
ex-slaves. This is important because students (Black and White) do not
realize that Black Americans did have a history before their landing
on the shores of America.
Research Design
The basic assumption underlying the hypotheses of this study was
that a bias in favor of including White historical figures and a bias
against including Black historical figures would be manifested in the
U.S. history textbooks chosen for this study. In order to make a
comparison between Black and White historical persons, this researcher
selected 19 eminent Black persons and 19 comparably eminent White
persons. The 19 White figures were chosen by going through a random
selection of traditional U.S. history textbooks and selecting, for each
historical period, one or more personalities who were included in
virtually all the textbooks. The 19 Black personalities were chosen
on the basis of having made comparable contributions as determined by
eminent historians of Black history. Table 4 lists the 38 historical
figures used in this study; see Appendix C for a brief description of
them.
The assumption was made that if there were no bias in the
inclusion of historical figures because of race or sex (the null
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hypothesis), we should expect to find an approximately equal inclusion
(or the converse, exclusion) of White and Black figures in the textbooks,
and approximately equal inclusion (or exclusion of males and females).
The variables selected were Race, Race by Sex, and Inclusion-Exclusion
in U.S. history textbooks.
To test the hypotheses, the Chi-Square Test was used.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Hypothesis 1
This hypothesis was tested using Black and White inclusions
from the Pre-Columbian Period to the Twentieth Century. This and all
subsequent hypotheses was one-tailed since the direction was predicted
There is a highly significant association (p >,0005) between race
and the inclusion or exclusion of Black and White personalities in
the selected U.S. history textbooks (see Table 5). That is, there is
a marked tendency for Whites to be disproportionately included and
Blacks to be disproportionately excluded. The data for Table 5 are
shown in Tables 6 and 7.
TABLE 5
INCLUSIONS OF WHITE AND BLACK PERSONALITIES WHO HAVE
MADE THE SAME OR SIMILAR CONTRIBUTIONS IN U.S.
HISTORY (FROM THE PRE-COLUMBIAN PERIOD
TO THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
Blacks Whites
Observed frequencies 35 213
Expected frequencies 124 124
Discrepancies -89 89
X
2
= 128 df =16 £ > .0005
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TABLE 6
black inclusions and exclusions
Names of Persons —
,
^ Exclusions
10 H S
Bks
6 Jr H S
Bks
1 Elem
Bk
10 H S
Bks
6 Jr H S
Bks
1 El em
Bk
1 . Pedro Alonso Nino 0 0 1 10 6 o
2. Estevanico
1 1 0 9 5 1
3. Jean Baptiste
DuSable 0 0 0 10 6 1
4. Phillis Wheatley 0 0 0 10 6 1
5. Crispus Attucks 4 3 0 6 3 1
6. Benjamin Banneker 1 2 0 9 4 1
7. Edward Griffin 0 0 0 10 6 1
8. David Walker 2 2 0 8 4 1
9. Harriet Tubman 5 2 0 5 4 1
10. Sojourner Truth 4 2 0 6 4 1
1 1 . Robert Smalls 0 0 0 10 6 1
12. W.E.B. DuBois 4 1 0 6 5 1
13. Dr. Charles Drew 0 0 0 10 6 1
14. Francis Ellen
Harper 0 0 0 10 6 1
15. Lewis Latimer 0 0 0 10 6 1
16. Emmett J. Scott 0 0 0 10 6 1
17. Marcus Garvey 0 0 0 10 6 1
18. Dorie Miller 0 0 0 10 6 1
19. Hon. Elijah
Muhammad 0 0 0 10 6 1
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TABLE 7
WHITE INCLUSIONS AND EXCLUSIONS
Names of Persons -
,
ns Exclusions
10 H S
Bks
6 Jr H S
Bks
1 Elem
Bk
10 H S
Bks
6 Jr H S
Bks
1 Elem
Bk
1. Christopher
Col umbus 10 6 1 0 0 0
2. Hernando DeSoto 8 5 0 2 1 1
3. Vasco Nunez de
Balboa 9 4 1 1 2 0
4. Ann Hutchinson 6 1 0 4 5 1
5. Benjamin Franklin 9 4 0 1 2 1
6. Paul Revere 10 5 0 0 1 1
7. George Roger
Clark 8 5 0 2 1 1
8. Henry Longellow 7 2 0 3 4 1
9. Annie Oakley 3 0 0 7 6 1
10. Harriet B. Stowe 9 5 0 1 1 1
11. General William
Sherman 10 5 0 0 1 1
12. Ralph Waldo
Emerson 7 4 0 3 2 1
13. Alexander Bell 5 4 0 5 2 1
14. Jane Addams 5 4 1 5 2 0
15. Thomas Edison 6 4 0 4 2 1
16. John J. Pershing 9 4 0 1 2 1
17. Samuel Gompers 9 5 0 1 1 1
18. Douglass MacArthur 8 5 0 2 1 1
19. Nathan Forrest 0 0 0 10 6 1
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Hypothesis
This hypothesis was tested using Black and White male inclusions
from the Pre-Columbian Period to the Twentieth Century. There is a
highly significant association (£ ^.0005) between race and the
inclusion or exclusion of Black and White males in selected U.S.
history textbooks (see Tables 8 and 9).
TABLE 8
WHITE AND BLACK MALES WHO MADE THE SAME OR SIMILAR
CONTRIBUTIONS IN U.S. HISTORY (FROM THE PRE-COLUMBIAN
PERIOD TO THE TWENTIETH CENTURY)
Black Males White Males
Observed frequencies 22
~
,,s
1
Expected frequencies 69 69
Discrepancies -47 46
X
2
= 63 df = 16 £ > .0005
WHITE
AND
BLACK
MALE
INCLUSIONS
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Hypothesis 3
This hypothesis was tested using four Black females and White
females from the same periods in U.S. history. A significant associa
tion (£ < .01) exists between race and inclusion of White and Black
females (see Tables 10 and 11).
TABLE 10
WHITE AND BLACK FEMALES WHO MADE THE SAME OR SIMILAR
CONTRIBUTIONS IN U.S. HISTORY (FOR THE SAME
PERIODS IN U.S. HISTORY)
Black Females White Females
Observed frequencies 13 34
Expected frequencies 24 24
Di screpancies
-11 10
X = 9.20 df = 16 £ < .01
BLACK
AND
WHITE
FEMALE
INCLUSIONS
106
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Hypothesis^
This hypothesis was tested using four Black males and four
White females from the same periods in U.S. history (see Table 12).
A significant association
( £ > . 01 ) exist between race and sex
(Black males and White females) during the same periods in U.S.
history (see Tables 12 and 13).
TABLE 12
BLACK MALES AND WHITE FEMALES WHO MADE THE SAME OR
SIMILAR CONTRIBUTIONS (FOR THE SAME PERIODS
IN U.S. HISTORY)
Black Males White Females
Observed frequencies 0 34
Expected frequencies 17 17
Discrepancies -17 17
X
2
= 22.24 df =16 £ > .01
BLACK
MALES
AND
WHITE
FEMALES
INCLUSIONS
108
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Hypothesis 5
This hypothesis was tested
from the same periods in U.S. hi
using four Black males and females
story (see Tables 14 and 15).
TABLE 14
BLACK MALES AND FEMALES WHO MADE THE SAME OR
CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE SAME PERIODS
IN U.S. HISTORY
SIMILAR
Black Males Black Females
Observed frequencies 9 13
Expected frequencies 11 11
Discrepancies
-2 2
X
2
=
.73 df = 16
TABLE
15
BLACK
MALES
AND
FEMALES
INCLUSIONS
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Hypothesis
This hypothesis was tested using four White males and females from
the same periods in U.S. history. No significant association was
found between sex and the inclusion of White males and females who made
the same or similar contributions (see Tables 16 and 17).
TABLE 16
WHITE MALES AND FEMALES WHO MADE THE SAME OR SIMILAR
CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE SAME PERIODS
IN U.S. HISTORY
White Males White Females
Observed frequencies 51 34
Expected frequencies 43 43
Discrepancies 8 -9
X
2
= 3.37 df = 16
WHITE
MALES
AND
FEMALES
INCLUSIONS
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Hypothesis 7
This hypothesis was tested using a Black and White criterion
reference group. A significant association (£ >.0005) exists
between race and the inclusion of Black and White personalities in
past U.S. history textbooks examined (see Tables 18 and 19).
TABLE 18
ANALYSIS OF BLACK AND WHITE PERSONALITIES
IN U.S. HISTORY TEXTBOOKS (1949-1963)
Black Past White Past
Observed frequencies 3 88
Expected frequencies 46 46
Discrepancies -43 42
X
2
= 78.5 df = 16 £ > .0005
TABLE 19
total black and white inclusions in past u.s. history textbooks
Name of History Textbooks
Black
Inclusion
White
Inclusion
The Making of Modern America 0 17
History of A Free People 2 16
The American Pageant 0 17
Living in Our America 0 15
Exploring American History 1 14
The Heritage of America 0 9
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o
Hypothesis
This hypothesis was tested using a Black and White criterion
reference group from contemporary U.S. history textbooks. A signifi-
cant association (p>.0005) exists between race and the inclusion
of Black and White personalities in contemporary (1964-1970's) U.S.
history textbooks (see Tables 20 and 21).
TABLE 20
ANALYSIS OF BLACK AND WHITE PERSONALITIES
IN CONTEMPORARY U.S. HISTORY TEXTBOOKS (1964-1970' s)
Black
Contemporary
Whi te
Contemporary
Observed frequencies 32 125
Expected frequencies 79 79
Di screpanci es -47 46
X
2
=54.7 df = 16 £ > .0005
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TABLE 21
TOTAL BLACK AND WHITE INCLUSIONS IN CONTEMPORARY U.S.- HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
Name of History Books
Black
Incl usions
Whi te
Inclusions
The Impact of Our Past 6 14
The Americans, A History of the
U.S.
1 2
History of Our United States 3 17
Inquiring About American History 1 3
Discovering American History 0 9
Building the American Nation 5 11
Decisions in United States
Hi story 4 7
A His-tory of the United States 2 17
Episodes in American History 7 11
You and the Nation 1 18
The Challenge of America 2 16
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Hypothesis 9
This hypothesis was tested using a Black and White criterion
reference group. A highly significant association (p >.0005)
exists between the number of words devoted to Black and White
personalities in the 21 textbooks evaluated (see Tables 22, 23, and
24).
TABLE 22
ANALYSIS OF TOTAL WORDS DEVOTED TO
BLACK AND WHITE PERSONALITIES
Total Words Black Total Words White
Observed frequencies 4,728 65,931
Expected frequencies 35,330 35,330
Di screpancies
-30,602 30,602
X
2
= 53013.44 df = 16 p > .0005
70.659
70.660
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TABLE 23
TOTAL WORDS AND ILLUSTRATIONS DEVOTED TO BLACK PERSONALITIES
Personal ities
Total
Words
Total
111 ustrations
Pedro Alonzo Nino 50 0
Estevanico 431 0
Jean Baptiste DuSable 0 0
Phillis Wheatley 0 0
Crispus Attucks 341 2
Benjamin Banneker 557 1
Edward Griffin 0 0
David Walker 140 0
Harriet Tubman 1 ,776 3
Sojourner Truth 340 1
Robert Smalls 0 0
W.E.B. DuBois 1,554 3
Dr. Charles Drew 0 0
Francis Ellen Harper 0 0
Lewis Latimer 0 0
Emmett J. Scott 0 0
Marcus Garvey 472 0
Dorie Miller 0 0
Hon. Elijah Muhammad 77 0
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TABLE 24
TOTAL WORDS AND ILLUSTRATIONS DEVOTED TO WHITE PERSONALITIES
Personal i ties
Total
Words
Total
11 1 ustrations
Christopher Columbus 10,219 5
Hernando DeSoto 1,789 0
Vasco Nunez de Balboa 995 1
Ann Hutchinson 768 0
Benjamin Franklin 15,482 14
Paul Revere 2,728 6
George Roger Clark 3,533 0
Henry Longfellow
1 ,120 0
Annie Oakley 362 2
Harriet B. Stowe 2,224 3
Gen. William T. Sherman 3,755 1
Ralph Waldo Emerson 1 ,867 1
Alexander Bell 2,099 4
Jane Addams 2,688 5
Thomas Edison 1,821 2
John J. Pershing 2,979 3
Samuel Gompers 4,600 7
Douglass MacArthur 5,773 4
Nathan B. Forrest 0 0
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The procedural processes involved in testing the nine hypotheses
of this study produced an element of serendipity with regard to the
total number of illustrations devoted to Black and White personalities
listed on the Comparative Analyses Chart: 90% of the White personali-
ties on the Chart were depicted in illustrations while 90% of the
Black personalities listed on the Chart received no illustrations in
the 21 selected U.S. history textbooks. See Tables 23 and 24 for
total illustrations listed for each Black and White personality.
CHAPTER v
discussion
Instead of U.S. history and social studies textbooks presenting
a balanced account of the contributions of all ethnic groups and
women to the development of our nation, the textbooks have presented
a grossly distorted view which portrays the White male as the dominant
figure. Not only has the White male been depicted as most important,
he has also been made virtually a saint in U.S. history (see, e.g..
Appendix D). Most textbooks evaluated in this study did not bother
to mention the negative contributions of the founding fathers, such
as George Washington and Thomas Jefferson, who were owners of slaves
and instrumental in maintaining the institution of slavery. The
textbooks examined did not expound on the scandalous duel between
Aaron Burr and Alexander Hamilton which ended Hamilton's life
(Krug and McCall, 1967). Little or no mention was made of the many
ghastly situations that were practiced and perpetuated in the name of
God and religion. For example, the early Puritans were responsible
for twenty-one deaths in Salem, Massachusetts in 1692 (Krug & McCall,
1967).
The true role of native Americans (also referred to as American
Indians) has never been presented. The selected U.S. history text-
books more often than not displayed them as mere savages who did not
know what to do with their land (the new world). There was no mention
of the seventy-five millio n Black people who died on the slave ships
enroute to America (Malcolm X, 1970), nor a descriptive analysis of
how they were seized and subsequently brought to these shores. No
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apologies were offered for the conrpntraHoncentrati camps constructed during
World War II that housed Japanese-Americans.
The majority of the White males portrayed in the selected U.S.
history textbooks were depicted as having done no wrong. The findings
of this study do not suggest that White males were all wrong and did
not make many positive contributions; what they do indicate is the
myopic prospective of the various authors and leading historians.
When Native Americans, Black people, other minorities and women
were mentioned in the textbooks examined, only a f w examples were
very selectively chosen by White historians. To illustrate, it would
have been of little consequence to have included Booker T. Washington
as a Black personality on the Comparative Analyses Chart (Table 4)
because Washington was chosen implicitly and explicitly by the White
power structure and ordained "the Negro leader" an assessment not
shared by the Blacks of this country. Washington was mentioned in
ninety percent of the history textbooks examined. Discussions
relating to him averaged more than a thousand words in the average
selected U.S. history textbook, even in those textbooks published as
early as the late forties.
Similarly, a few White females, e.g., Betsy Ross and Jane Addams,
were recognized for their historical roles in those textbooks and were
also chosen as tokens to represent the basic roles of White women in
America. This tokenism held true not only for Blacks and White women,
but also for Native Americans (e.g., Pocohontus) and other minorities.
For Black people, other minorities, and women, one of the major
goals of this study was to demonstrate to them and to the educational
institutions of America the importance of a group's exclusion or
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or negative inclusion in U.S. history textbooks. To illustrate,
nineteen Black and White personalities who had made major or substantially
similar contributions to U.S. history were chosen to demonstrate the
basic treatment of their contributions by our nation’s U.S. history
textbook authors. To examine the extent to which Black and White
personalities were included and excluded nine hypotheses were developed.
The following discussion will relate the salient findings of the
hypotheses tested.
Hypothesis 1 which examined the general inclusions of White and
Black personalities (males and females) showed a high incidence of
inclusions of White personalities and a very low incidence of inclu-
sions of Black personalities. Only one White male included on the
Comparative Analyses Chart; Nathan B. Forrest, was not found in any
of the U.S. history textbooks evaluated (see Table 7). This exclusion
provides support for an assumption that Forrest was excluded because
he portrayed the image of the "bad guy" who was instrumental in
organizing the KKK (Klu Klux Klan). All other White personal i ties
(males and females) were included in the majority of the selected
textbooks examined.
In terms of words and illustrations, the following White males
received most attention: Christopher Columbus with more than 10,000
words and five illustrations; Benjamin Franklin had more than 15,000
words and fourteen il lustrations; and Douglass MacArthur had more than
5,000 words and four illustrations (see Table 24).
In terms of words and illustrations, the most recognized White
females were as follows: Jane Addams with more than 2,000 words and
five il lustrations and Harriet B. Stowe with more than 2,000 words
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and three illustrations (see Table 24). Harriet B. Stowe was included
more than any female (Black or White) listed in Table 4, and this
finding suggests that she has become the token for White females. Annie
Oakley and Ann Hutchinson had little more than a thousand words with
two illustrations combined. Those U.S. history textbooks which
included Annie Oakley and Ann Hutchinson clearly depicted that they
deviated from the "norm" (the social status of American womanhood),
i.e., Oakley became a woodswoman and skillful rifle-woman whereas
Hutchinson rebelled against the religious practices in Massachusetts.
In spite of the many contributions of Blacks, male and female,
it should be noted that less than twenty percent were represented.
Black males and females had tremendous impact in the development of
America, such as Jean Baptiste DuSable, who established the trading
post which became Chicago; Robert Smalls, Civil War hero and politician;
Lewis Latimer, designer of Bell's first telephone; Dorie Miller,
World War II hero; Francis Ellen Harper, poetess and abolitionist;
and Phillis Wheatley, colonial poetess. Unfortunately, none of these
great Americans were included in any of the U.S. history textbooks
selected. In terms of the most words and illustrations, the following
Black males were represented most often: W.E.B. DuBois with more than
500 words and one illustration. The other Black males represented had
less than 500 words from one history textbook or no words (see Table
23).
In terms of Black female representation, Harriet Tubman was
included more than any other Black personality (male or female). She
was mentioned with more than 1,000 words and three illustrations,
and Sojourner Truth was second with more than 300 words and one
illustration (see Table 23).
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Hypothesis 4 which examined the extent to which White females
and Black males were included showed a high incidence of inclusion of
White females and a low incidence of inclusion of Black males. This
hypothesis only examined those periods in U.S. history where White
females are found on the Comparative Analyses Chart. No Black males
were included in any of the textbooks during those periods (see
Table 13). The testing of this hypothesis further revealed that being
Black and male had no positive correlation with inclusion in U.S.
history textbooks as did White females. The findings of this hypothe-
sis also suggests that sexism was not a major factor in terms of Black
ma les, but racism was in terms of White fema 1 e represen ta ti on
.
Hypothesis 5 examined the extent to which Black males and
females were included. The findings established a positive correla-
tion. This hypothesis tested those Black males and females that appeared
during the same periods on the Comparative Analyses Chart (see Table
15). Many Americans have been led to believe that Black females are
given more representation in American society than Black males. This
study has produced significant data to the contrary in terms of U.S.
history textbooks. It suggests the theory that sexism was not involved
when Black males were compared to Black females statistically (see
Table 15); however, color was the major factor.
Hypothesis 6 which examined the extent to which White males and
females were included showed basically the same incidence of inclusions
of those White females and males who appeared during the same periods
in U.S. history (see Table 18). If a larger sampling of White females
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and males were taken, it might have made a difference in terms of
the statistical finding; however, one can generalize that White females
were not discriminated against during those periods in U.5. history
where they appear with White males. The findings of this hypothesis with
reference to hypotheses 3 and 4 revealed that White females were
included far more than Black males and females, and equally included
statistically compared to White males (see Tables 10, 12, and 16).
This finding does not suggest that White males and females were equally
included in all textbooks examined, e.g., White males such as Benjamin
Franklin and Chirstopher Columbus were devoted a total of 25,701
words which were more than twice the total words of Black males.
Black females, and White females combined (see Tables 23 and 24).
However, this finding does indicate that racism was the major factor
when Black males and Black females were compared to White females.
Hypothesis 7 which examined the extent to which Black and White
personalities were included in past U.S. history textbooks (1949-
1963) showed White personalities with a high incidence of inclusions
and Black personalities with a very low incidence of inclusions (see
Table 19). The findings of this hypothesis clearly established the fact
that a small amount of positive change has taken place in contemporary
U.S. history textbooks when compared to their predecessors ; however
the degree is far too minimal to be considered as a basic change. The
finding implies that there is more research needed in this area if
a balanced account of U.S. history and social studies is to be
achieved.
Hypothesis 9 which examined the extent to which words were
devoted to Black and White personalities showed a high incidence
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of inclusion of words devoted to White personalities and a low
incidence of inclusion of words devoted to Black personalities (see
Tables 23 and 24). This finding indicated that in terms of words.
Black personalities were denied (by the author's choice) equal inclusion
with Whites in the selected U.S. history textbooks. For example, Ann
Hutchinson, Annie Oakley, Harriet B. Stowe and Jane Addams were devoted
a total of 6,211 words which were more than the total words devoted to
all Black personalities listed on the Comparative Analyses Chart. This
finding further indicated that a mere evaluation of inclusions would
have been inept in terms of recognizing imbalanced scholarship in U.S.
history textbooks. If these hypotheses had been tested in terms of
words rather than Black and White inclusions, this study would still
have been poignant in the representation of Black people (see
statistical findings in Table 22).
The twenty-one selected U.S. history and social studies textbooks
evaluated in this study demonstrated that the representation of Blacks
when compared to Whites is far from being balanced in terms of Black
and White contributions. To illustrate, of the twenty-one textbooks
examined, none met the criteria for an unbiased presentation of history.
The ten textbooks examined from the high school level included less
than twenty percent of the Black personalities whereas White personali-
ties were included more than ninety percent. Only one high school
textbook, Deci sions in U nited States Hi sto ry, came close to equal
inclusion of Black and White personalities, and gave the most realistic
depiction of U.S. history (see Table 21). The other nine textbooks
were totally imbalanced in terms of inclusions and were unrealistic
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in content. The six textbooks evaluated on the junior high school
level included less than twenty percent of the Black personalities and
more than ninety percent of the White personalities. All of these
textbooks could be judged as inadequate. Of the five elementary
textbooks examined only one was used in this research for statistical
data. Inq uiring Ab o ut American History however, the other four elemen-
tary textbooks, exclusively in the area of social studies, were examined
for inclusions of illustrations and content. The four textbooks could
be judged inadequate. For example, the pictures e aluated in those
textbooks, more often than not, depicted Black people as tokens.
Many of the Black persons illustrated had White features with brown
or light brown coloring! As for content, it was non-real istic and
covertly distorted. To illustrate, the social studies textbook.
Inquiring About Technology
,
discussed the early technology of the
Egyptians, but no mention was made that the Egyptians were people
of color or that Egypt is located in the northeastern corner of
Africa (see Shirley Graham DuBois' article, "Egypt is Africa").
This study has shown that there is a definite need for a drastic
change in U.S. history and social studies textbooks. Ideally,
the change process must be reserach oriented and designed to combat
the inept and racist scholarship inherent in these textbooks.
CHAPTER V I
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Of all the fields in the area of social studies, history is most
important for preservation of one's identity and culture. American
historians, publishing companies, educational institutions, and other
forms of American historical media have not preserved that historical
and cultural heritage for Black people. Native Americans, Asian
Americans, other minority groups and women who have contributed to the
making of America. When one lacks knowledge of oneself in a particu-
lar culture or society, it becomes difficult for that individual to
function socially, economically, educationally, and psychologically as
an adult member of that society.
This study was undertaken to demonstrate to publishers, educational
institutions. Black people, other minority groups and women the
sexist, racist and inept scholarship which is still very prevalent
in U.S. history and social studies textbooks.
The results of this study were based on materials taken from
traditional and non-tradi tional U.S. history textbooks (e.g., illus-
trations and content of excerpts) and on twenty-one textbooks currently
being utilized in a Massachusetts school system. One U.S. history
and four social studies textbooks were examined in the elementary
school, six U.S. history textbooks in the junior high and ten U.S.
history textbooks in the high school. Seventeen of those textbooks
(traditional U.S. history) were statistically examined for the inclusions
of Black and White personalities who had made major or substar*- ly
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similar contributions to U.S. history and the four social studies
textbooks were examined for their inclusions of illustrations and
content in terms of Black representation. However, one of the major
goals of this study was to illustrate a model to other minority groups
and women who have inherited similar problems in U.S. history and social
studies textbooks as Black people.
Although there were a few basic changes in a few of the textbooks
examined, none met the criteria of this study for showing lack of bias.
For example:
(1) Ninety percent of the Black personalities shown on the
Compa rative Analyses Chart were not mentioned in the 21 selected
textbooks.
(2) Materials on Black people continue to overemphasize them
only as having a historical past of slavery; i.e., most of the U.S.
history textbooks examined did not give a historical analysis
of Black people in Africa before they were brought to the American
shores as forced immigrants. Further, U.S. history accounts of
slavery are still too superficial and unrealistic insofar as much of
the information is still geared, more often than not, toward Black
people enjoying the plantation life and the institution of slavery.
(3) The terms, Black and Afro-American, have not yet become a
part of the content in U.S. history and social studies textbooks;
Negro is still the most used term to define Black people.
(4) Even though a few new Black personalities, Pedro Alonzo
Nino and W.E.B. DuBois, were cited in some of the textbooks evaluated,
U.S. history still presents the few token Black people such as Booker
T. Washington and George Washington Carver.
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Recommendations
There are a multitude of recommendations that could be made, but
due to the limitations of this study and the bureaucratic obstacles
to the implementation of new ideas and materials of this nature, this
researcher recommends the following practical measures:
0) The Manual for Evaluative Procedures for Traditi onal U.S.
History Textbooks used in this study is recommended for use as a model
for Black people, other minorities, and women, whose historical past
has been distorted. This instrument can be utilized as a model and
beginning step in ferretting out racist, sexist, and inept scholarship
in U.S. history textbooks.
(2) Teachers in the area of social studies or U.S. history
should make it their business to evaluate and choose materials that
are suitable for all ethnic groups.
(3) A national committee should be drawn up and should encompass
representation from all minority groups who are suffering from im-
balanced and distorted depiction in U.S. history textbooks. This
national committee could then begin to develop materials which could
be feasible and representative of all minority groups and women in
America.
(4) Efforts should be made to include minority history as a part
of the U.S. history curricula required by states and the national
government rather than as a supplementary course which students may
or may not take. To illustrate, a multitude of minority history and
social studies courses are offered in the public school system and
at college and university campuses, but these courses are offered
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only as electives and approximately eighty percent or more of the
students do not take them. However, European history. Western
Literature and U.S. history are required courses at these institutions
before one acquires his or her high school diploma or college degree.
Until part or all of the above recommendations are truly met,
U.S. history and social studies materials will continue to be
problematic in their representation of Black people, other minorities
and women who have contributed to the making of United States history
and the social development of America.
APPENDIX A
A BASIC CHRONOLOGY OF AFRO-AMERICAN HISTORY
(This information was taken from a package
program done by the Afro-American Cultural
Education Center, Los Angeles, California,
1974
.)
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A BASIC CHRONOLOGY OF AFRO-AMERICAN HISTORY
UNIT I: Afro-American History
A. Exploration and Colonization of the New World
Dates to remember
a. 1619 - first Blacks brought to Jamestown
b. 1741 - slave revolt in New York and South Carolina
c. 1779 - DuSable, a Black fur trader, founded the
city of Chicago
B. Growth of a New Nation 1776-1815
Dates to remember
a. 1770 - Crispus Attucks, first to fall in the Boston
Massacre
b. 1776 - 5,000 slaves freed, serve in Revolutionary
Army
c. 1787 - slavery banned in North - Northwest Ordinance
d. 1787 - Constitutional Convention protests property
in slaves
e. 1787 - Philadelphia Blacks, forced from white church
and began their own
f. 1814 - two Black battalions answer Andrew Jackson's
call to defend New Orleans against the British
C. Westward Movement
Dates to Remember
a. 1790 - America's first treaty (with the Creek Indians)
contains a provision requiring the return of
slave runaways
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b. 1816 - U.S. troops ordered into Florida to destroy a
Black fort
c. 1844 - George W. Bush leads white settlers into the
Oregon territory
d. 1850 - James Beckworth, a runaway slave who became
a famous Indian fighter, discovers an important
path in the Sierra Nevadas
D. The South During Slavery
Dates to remember
a. 1793 - Eli Whitney invents the cotton gin
b. 1800 - Massive slave revolt led by Gabriel Prosser
is smashed in Virginia
c. 1822 - Denmark Vessey's conspiracy to capture
Charleston is crushed in South Carolina
d. 1831 - Nat Turner's Virginia revolt is ended by
state and federal troops
e. 1846 - Norbert Rillieux devises a vacuum pan that
revolutionizes the world sugar refining
industry
E. The Development of the Free North
Dates to remember
a. 1815 - Paul Cuffee, a wealthy Black merchant, helps
a group of Blacks reach Africa
u. 1827 - "Freedom's Journal", America's first Black
newspaper appears in New York
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c. 1837
d. 1848
e. 1835
F. Sectional
Dates to
a. 1829
b. 1831
c. 1841
d. 1846
e. 1850
f. 1859
g. 1860
- William Whipper, a wealthy Black civil rights
advocate, calls for non-violent resistancy to
unjust laws
Lewis Temple of Massachusetts invents the
Toggle Harpoon which is important to the
New England whaling industry
John M. Langston of Ohio becomes the first
Black elected to political office in America
Strife Leads to Civil War
remember
- David Walker's "appeal", calling for slave
revolts, initiates a militant fight to abolish
slavery in America
- William Lloyd Garrison, relying on Black
financiers and readers, begins publication
of the "Liberator"
- Frederick Douglass joins the abolitionist
movement as a speaker
- Southern expansionsi ts help percipitate a
war with Mexico
- The Compromise of 1850 includes a strict
fugitive slave law that generates greater
northern resistance
- John Brown leads Blacks and Whites in a
futile raid on Harper's Ferry, Virginia
- Lincoln is elected President; secession
begins
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G. The Civil War
Dates to remember
a- 1861 - Black volunteers are officially rejected by
the Union Army, but by September Blacks have
fought in land and sea battles
b. 1862 - Slave Robert Smalls and his Black crew deliver
their Confederate gunboat to the Union Navy
outside Charleston
c. 1863 - On New Year's Day Lincoln signs the
Emancipation Proclamation
d. 1863 - Blacks are officially accepted in the Union
Army and Navy
e. 1863 - Anti-Black riots, worst racial conflicts in
American history, took place in New York City,
leaving hundreds dead
f. 1865 - As Black soldiers and civilians demand the
right to vote, Lincoln proposes enfranchising
Blacks who are veterans or educated
H. Reconstruction 1865-1877
Dates to remember
a. 1865 - President Andrew Johnson of Tennesse comes
to office determined to reconstruct the
South without the aid of Congress or southern
Blacks
b. 1866 - America's first Civil Rights Bill passes
over presidential veto
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c. 1867 - Congress divides the South into five military
districts, and insists on Blacks voting on
new constitutions and in all elections
d<. 1868 - Black and White delegates write new constitution
for the southern states
e. 1870 - Senator Hiram Revels of Mississippi becomes
the first of twenty-two southern Blacks
elected to Congress from ''870-1901
f. 1873 - Black war veteran P.B.S. inchback serves
forty-three days as Governor of Louisiana
g. 1877 - Last federal troops are withdrawn from the
South by President Hayes
The Growth of Industry and Labor
Dates to remember
a. 1869 - First convention of the National Colored Labor
Unions
b. 1900 - Booker T. Washington begins the National Negro
Business League
c. 1923 - Garrett A. Morgan invents the automatic traffic
1 i ght
d. 1925 - A. Philip Randolph organizes the Negro
Pullman Porters Union
The Last Frontier
Dates to remember
a. 1876 - Black cowboy Nat Love wins three contests in
the Deadwood Rodeo to earn the title of
Deadwood Dick
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b. 1875 - First Kentucky Derby has thirteen Black
jockeys out of fourteen
c. 1879 - Rap Singleton, a former slave, leads a Black
exodus of thousands from the South to Kansas
and points west
d. 1890 - The Colored Farmer's Alliance reaches a
membership of one million
e. 1892 - The Populist Party, welcoming Black votes,
break the one-party system in the South
f. 1901 - George H. White of North Carolina, last Black
to be elected from the South, leaves Congress
K. An Era of Reform and Progress 1890-1916
Dates to remember
a. 1892 - Black journalist Ida B. Wells launches an
anti -lynching campaign in Memphis
b. 1893 - Dr. Daniel Hale Williams performs the first
successful open-heart operation
c. 1895 - Educator Booker T. Washington delivers his
historic speech at Atlanta, known as "The
Atlanta Compromise"
d. 1896 - The Supreme Court rules segregation laws do
not violate the United States Constitution
if facil ities are equal
e. 1909 - Commander Robert E. Peary and Matthew Henson
reach the North Pole
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f. 1909 - Birth of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored Poeple (NAACP),
organized by Black and White reformers
g. 1910 - Birth of the National Urban League to promote
job and urban opportunities for Blacks
L. World War I and Prosperity
Dates to remember
a. 1917 - Fifteen thousand New York Blacks march in a
silent parade to protest the mounting number
of lynchings and riots
b. 1919 - W.E.B. DuBois organizes a Pan-African
Congress in Paris
c. 1919 - Twenty-five race riots erupt throughout the
nation
d. 1925 - Klu Klux Klan marches forty thousand strong
in front of the White House
e. 1929 - Oscar De Priest of Chicago becomes the first
northern Black elected to Congress
M. Depression and the New Deal
Dates to remember
a. 1931 - America and the world follows the famous
Scottsboro Trial of nine Black youths framed
in Alabama
b. 1933 - President Roosevelt hires many Black advisors
who form a Black Cabinet
c. 1934 - Arthur Mitchell, first Black democratic
Congressman, elected from Chicago
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d. 1937 - Joe Louis, Detroit's Brown Bomber, wins
heavyweight crown from Braddock
e. 1937 - William Hastie becomes first Black federal
judge
f. 1939 - Marian Anderson, denied a Washington auditorium,
sings before 75,000 at the Lincoln Memorial
g. 1941 - A threatened march on Washington by Blacks leads
to the first Federal Fair Employment Practices
Commission
N. World War II and after 1941-1953
Dates to remember
a. 1941 - Dr. Charles Drew developes the blood bank
system
b. 1941 - Sailor Dorie Miller becomes the first American
hero of World War II by bringing down four
Japanese planes at Pearl Harbor
c. 1942 - Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) formed by
Black and White believers in non-violent direct
action against discrimination
d. 1943 - Detroit's anti-Black riots disrupt U.S. war
effort
e. 1945 - New York becomes the first to pass a state
FEPC
f. 1948 - President Harry Truman appoints William Hastie
Governor of the Virgin Islands
g. 1948 - President Truman's Executive Order 9981
initiates desegregation of the armed forces
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h. 1950 - For his part in bringing peace to the Holyland,
Dr. Ralph Bunche is awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize
Civil Rights Revolution
Dates to remember
a. 1954 - U.S. Supreme Court rules segregated schools
inherently unequal, reversing a half-century
of legal segregation
b. 1955 - A Black boycott of Montgomery, Alabama, buses
is led to a successful conclusion by Dr. Martin
Luther King
c. 1957
d. 1960
e. 1961
f. 1962
g. 1963
President Eisenhower orders federal troops
into Little Rock, Arkansas, to enforce court-
ordered school integration
Four North Carolina college students begin a
lunch counter sit-in; the movement spreads
north and south
Freedom riders testing desegregation of inter-
state buses are mobbed in Birmingham, Alabama.
Kennedy administration provides U.S. marshal
for protection
James Meredith, guarded by U.S. marshals,
becomes the first Black to enroll at University
of Mississippi
Civil rights demonstrations reach a peak in
north and south
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h. 1963
i. 1964
j. 1964
1967
k. 1967
More than 200,000 Americans march on
Washington to demand civil rights legislation
on jobs
A broad civil rights law passes Congress
with bipartisan support and is signed by
President Johnson
Violence erupts in Black inner city areas,
north and south. Hundreds of college students
enter South to work on voter registration or
freedom school projects
President Johnson appoints Thurgood Marshall
a Supreme Court Justice, the first Black to
hold this position, June, 13, 1967
APPENDIX B
FIVE QUICK WAYS TO ANALYZE BOOKS FOR RACISM AND SEXISM
(The five evaluative procedures for sexism
and racism were taken from the original
article, "Ten Quick Ways to Analyze Books
for Racism and Sexism", by Interracial
Books for Children
.
)
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five quick ways to analyze books for racism and sexism
Both in school and out, your children are being exposed to many
books that convey racist and sexist attitudes. These attitudes -
expressed over and over by books and other media
- gradually distort
their perceptions until stereotypes and myths about minorities and
women are accepted as reality. It is difficult for a parent or a
teacher to convince their children to question society's attitudes.
But if you can show a child how to detect racism a ^d sexism in a book,
the child can proceed to transfer that perception to wider areas.
The following guidelines are a list of things you can do to
combat the racism and sexism you find in textbooks.
(1) Check the illustrations.
* Look for stereotypes. A stereotype is an oversimplified
generalization about a particular group, race, or sex, which generally
carries derogatory implications (see Appendix E, page 179, for
examples of stereotypes). While you may not always find them in the
forms described, look for variations which in any way demean or
ridicule characters because of their race or sex.
* Look for tokenism. If there are non-white characters, are
they just like the white faces but tinted or colored in? Do all
minority faces look stereotypical ly alike or are they depicted as
genuine individuals?
* Look are lifestyles. Are minority characters and their setting
depicted in such a way that they contrast unfavorably with an unstated
norm of white middle-class suburbia? For example, minorities are often
associated with the ghetto, migrant labor, or "primitive" living. If
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the story does attempt to depict another culture, does it go beyond
oversimplifications of reality and offer genuine insights into another
1 ifestyle?
(2) Check the story line. Civil Rights legislation has led puslishers
to weed out many insulting passages and illustrations, particularly in
stories with Black themes, but attitudes still find expression in less
obvious ways. The following checklist suggests some of the various
subtle forms of bias to watch for:
* Relationships: Do the whites in the story have the power
and make the decisions? Do non-white people function in essentially
subservient roles?
* Standard for success: What does it take for a character to
succeed? To gain acceptance, do non-white characters have to exhibit
superior qualities -- excel in sports, get A's, etc.? In friendships
between white and non-white children ("brotherhood"), is it the non-
white who does most of the understanding and forgiving?
* Viewpoint: How are "problems" presented, conceived and resolved
in the story? Are minority people themselves considered to be "the
problem"? Do solutions ultimately depend on the benevolence of a white
person?
* Sexism: Are the achievements of girls and women based on their
own initiative and intelligence, or is their success due to their good
looks or to their relationships with boys? Are sex roles incidental
or paramount to characterization and plot? Could the same story be
told if the sex roles were reversed?
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(3) Consider the effects of the book on the child's self-image and
self-esteem. Are norms established which limit the child's aspirations
and self-concepts? What does it do to Black children to be continuously
bombarded with images of white as beautiful, clean, virtuous, etc.,
and black as evil, dirty, menacing, etc.? What happens to a girl's
aspirations when she reads that boys perform all the brave and important
deeds? What about a girl's self-esteem if she is not fair of skin and
slim of body?
(4) Consider the author's or illustrator's qualifications. Read the
biographical material on the jacket flap or on the back of the book.
If a story deals with a minority theme, what qualifies the author or
illustrator to deal with this topic? If they are not members of the
minority being written about, is there anything in the author's or
illustrator's background that would specifically recommend them for
this book?
Similarly, a book that has to do with the feelings and insights of
women should be more carefully examined if it is written by a man --
unless the book's avowed purpose is to present a male viewpoint.
The above observations do not deny the ability of wirters to
empathize with experiences other than those of their own sex or race,
but the chances of their writing as honestly and as authentically about
other experiences are not as good.
(5)
Look at the copyright date. Books on minority themes --
usually hastily conceived -- suddenly began appearing in the mid-1960 s.
There followed a growing number of "minority experience" books to meet
the new market demand, but these were still written by white authors and
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reflected a white point of view. Only very recently, in the late
I960' s a "d ^ly 1970's, has the children's book world begun to even
remotely reflect the realities of a multiracial society and it has just
begun to reflect feminists' concerns.
The copyright date, therefore, can be a clue as to how likely the
book is to be overtly racist or sexist although recent copyright date,
of course, is no guarantee of a book's relevance or sensitivity. Note
that the copyright date only means the year the book was published.
It usually takes a minimum of one year, and often much more than that,
from the time a book is written before it is actually published. This
time lag has meant very little in the past, but in a time of rapidly
changing consciousness, when children's book publishing is attempting
to be "relevant," it is becoming increasingly significant.
APPENDIX C
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF BLACK AND WHITE PERSONALITIES
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A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF BLACK AND WHITE PERSONALITIES
The following are brief descriptions of Black and White personalities
who are listed on the Comparative Analyses Chart:
Column One: Black People in U.S. History
(1) Pedro Alonzo Nino was the Black man who arrived with Columbus
when he"di scovered" America.
(2) Estevanico (Little Stephen) led the expedition which "discovered"
Arizona and New Mexico.
(3) Jean Baptiste DeSable established the trading post in 1745
which later became Chicago.
(4) Phillis Wheatley was brought to America at the age of nine.
She was taught to read and write by her mistress, and became a leading
colonial poetess.
(5) Crispus Attucks was the first man to die in the Boston
Massacre.
(6) Benjamin Banneker was a noted astronomer, mathematician,
surveyor and inventor. He is best known for laying out the plans for
Washington, D. C.
(7) Edward Griffin was a hero of the Revolutionary War.
(8) David Walker was the first Black writer to openly attack
slavery.
(9) Harriet Tubman is the mother of the "Underground Railroad."
She guided more than three hundred Black people to freedom and served
as a scout in the Union Army during the Civil War.
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00) Sojourner Truth was an abolitionist who spent much of her
time speaking against the cruelty of slavery. Even though she was not
able to read or write, she was able to interpret the American
constitutional laws.
(11) Robert Smalls was the distinguished pilot who sailed an
armed Confederate steamer out of Charleston, South Carolina, and gave
it to the Union Army.
(12) W.E.B. DuBois was a journalist, civil rights fighter,
distinguished scholar, and one of the founders of the NAACP.
(13) Dr. Charles R. Drew saved the lives of countless allied
soldiers through his perfection of the modern blood bank system. His
modernization of the blood bank system made it possible for blood to
be kept over long periods of time.
(14) Francis Ellen Harper, an early Black reformer, helped many
Black slaves escape to Canada. She was a popular poetess and speaker
for women' s rights.
(15) Lewis Latimer, an inventor, worked with Thomas Edison and
Alexander Graham Bell; drew the plans for Bell's first telephone.
He was also instrumental in making plans for the first electrical
lighting system in New York City.
(16) Emmett J. Scott was appointed special assistant to the
Secretary of War under Woodrow Wilson.
(17) Marcus Garvey, a Black nationalist, claimed millions of
followers and was the first Black man to organize the "Back to Africa
Movement.
"
(18) Doric Miller, the messman on the U.S. Arizona who downed
four enemy planes during the Pearl Harbor attack, was awarded the Navy
Cross after many years of disappointment.
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(19) The Honorable Elijah Muhammad was the founder and leader of
the Black Muslim Movement in the U.S.A. He taught that Black people
should be separated from white people until they learned to be responsible
to and for themselves.
Column Two^ Wh ite People in U.S. History
(1) Christopher Columbus “discovered" North America.
(2) Hernando Desoto was the first whiteman to "discover the
Mississippi Rover."
(3) Balboa is given credit for discovering the Pacific Ocean.
(4) Ann Hutchinson was born in Massachusetts and became an exile
when she rebelled and spoke up for having the right to worship as she
pleased.
(5) Paul Revere, an American patriot, allegedly made the midnight
ride to warn the American people that the British "red coats" were
coming.
(6) Benjamin Franklin was an American statesman, inventor, writer,
and contributor to the framing of the American Constitution.
(7) George Roger Clark was a General of the American Revolutionary
War who led a force of two hundred men down the Ohio River and captured
the British frontier forts in what today is the state of Illinois.
(8) Henry Longfellow was an American writer who wrote about the
American life style. Examples: Hiawatha and Paul Revere's Ride .
(9) Annie Oakley was born in 1860 in the rough frontier. She
became a skillful rider, "axe woman," and sharp shooter. At an early
age Annie was killing rabbits and performing other frontier duties to
feed and care for her family.
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(10) Harriet B. Stowe wrote Uncle Tom's Cabin , a book that raised
the consciousness of many Americans concerning the inhumane slave
system.
(11) General William T. Sherman fought on the side of the Union
Army during the Civil War.
(12) Ralph Waldo Emerson, an American writer, pointed out in his
writings the good things in America.
(13) Alexander Bell is given credit for inventing the telephone.
(14) Jane Addams, an American humanitarian, established Hull
House in Chicago and devoted her life to helping poor white people in
the slums of Chicago.
(15) Thomas Edison is best noted for the invention of the light
bulb.
(16) John J. Pershing was a commanding officer in the American
Army during World War I.
(17) Samuel Gompers was basically responsible for the American
Federation of Labor which was responsible for the forming of many unions.
(18) Douglass MacArthur was Chief of the Allied Forces in the
Far East during World War II.
(19) Nathan B. forrest is given credit as founder of the KKK
(Klu Klux Klan) an anti -semetic
,
anti-Black, anti-Catholic organization
that is responsible for many lynchings which took place in America.
The KKK believes in the separation of all races from the white Anglo-
Saxon.
appendix d
AN ILLUSTRATION OF GEORGE WASHINGTON ASCENDING TO HEAVEN
AN ILLUSTRATION OF GEORGE WASHINGTON ASCENDING TO HEAVEN
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APPENDIX E
GENERAL CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING SOCIAL STUDIES AND
U.S. HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
(This information was taken from a package
program done by the Afro-American Cultural
Education Center, Los Angeles, California,
1974
.)
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INTRODUCTION
Our society is permeated with racism, which can be charactered
in three general categories: individual racism (Whites feel themselves
superior to minority group members), institutional racism (separate
educational, recreational and social facilities), and cultural racism
(White is pure and good; Black is evil and dirty).
Chief among institutions which are racist are our schools.
Schools are controlled by a small White power group which seeks to
maintain the White middle class status quo, perpetuate the myths of
the melting pot theory”, equal opportunity and upward mobility. Schools
tend to recruit White teachers and administrators who are a part of the
larger racist pattern simply by the part they play in the system.
School curriculum forces students to conform to a single
homogenous acceptable model established by the same White administra-
tors and teachers. If the student comes from a different ethnic or
cultural background, he is considered culturally deprived and more
likely to fail in the school system. If the student does not conform,
he is a problem that needs watching.
During the past decade, minority groups have challenged racism
in our society and schools, and have demanded that schools change their
Whi te ethnocentricity, recognizing the ethnic diversity in our society.
Some school reforms have been made.
These changes have been implemented generally through curriculum
modifications and hiring minority teachers and administrators. Many
books and articles have been directed toward the White teacher and
administrator, suggesting alternatives in teaching techniques and
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strategies. Teachers have been asked to examine their own racist
attitudes and ethnic study courses have been introduced into curriculum.
But like many efforts, once the original "push" lost its momentum, old
habits are seen recurring and old techniques are creeping back into
school procedures and policies.
It is obvious if racism is to be eradicated from our society
and schools, processes like those mentioned above and others must
be on-going
.
PART I: EVALUATION OF HISTORY AND SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS
We are concerned here with the evaluation of history and social
studies textbooks.
In recent years, several groups and individuals have studied
and evaluated classroom materials for racism and some publishers
have made content changes, fearing loss of sales. But, texts are not
yet at a level where racism has been eradicated. '
Many times teachers use this excuse for not evaluating texts:
we have no control over the purchase of texts or the content therein.
This is obviously an excuse as teachers can evaluate texts as they
use them; pointing out racist viewpoints to their students as they
cover specific content. Students can also evaluate texts (as demon-
strated in excerpts form an article by James A. Banks, "Relevant Social
Studies for Black Pupils", Social Education , January, 1969, which appear
later in the chapter).
But teachers still remain the key to eradicating racism in schools.
The following pages contain some suggestions for evaluation of textbooks,
with the eradication of racism as the central theme.
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WHY EVALUATE AND WHAT FOR?
1. Intellectual honesty and realism are needed in teaching materials.
2. There should be more balanced and comprehensive treatment of
minority groups in texts. Texts should reflect the multi-ethnic,
multi-racial character of our society.
3. Focus on the image of minority groups in texts is necessary
because of the racial crisis in this country.
a. Teaching materials influence students' racial attitudes.
b. Texts should help all students develop positive racial
attitudes toward ethnic and cultural groups other than their
own.
c. Texts should help culturally different students feel better
about themselves and their culture.
GENERAL CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION
1. Are texts historically accurate? (No text can be 100% accurate.)
a. Are primary sources used in reserach?
2. Check the copyright date of the text. Remember that several months
lapse between completion of writing and publishing of a text.
3. Does the text try to cover too much material, thus giving little
qualitative in-depth coverage of material?
4. Is there more than one author?
a. If the book was written by a panel of "experts", does the
panel include minority group members?
5. Is there a teacher's guide and supplementary material accompanying
the text?
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a. This accompanying material should be evaluated in the same
1 ight.
6. Does the text not only present facts but also interpret these in
keeping with the perceptions, attitudes and concerns of our times?
a. Is the text sexist in any way?
b. We are concerned with rights for all people.
c. We believe in justice and equality of opportunity.
d. We believe that the pluralistic nature of our society is
good and worth perpetuating.
7. Do illustrations, balance of materials and phraseology reflect
the values discussed in #6?
As currently accepted by educators in general, does the text use
the teaching strategies of inquiry and discovery learning?
9. Does the text de-humanize history?
a. Are dates and places more important than the people or ideas
invol ved?
10. Does the text teach students to know their power to bring about
change?
a. Personal decision-making and change.
b. Political activity to challenge those in power or authority.
c. Social change in institutions.
11. Are controverisal topics avoided?
a. Various religious beliefs.
b. Immigration policies in the past and the present.
c. Race
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12. How does the text deal with the term "race"?
a. Scientifically.
b. Emotionally, socially destructive.
13. Is information regarding minorities an integral part of the text
or "lumped" into sections?
14. What is the frequency of error or OMISSION of minorities?
a. Were there Blacks in all the major U.S. wars?
b. Were there Blacks or Indians in most major exploration groups
in the U.S.?
c. Did minority groups play any part in the building of this
country?
15. Does the text discuss racism in contemporary society and take a
moral stand on the implications of this racism?
a. What is the current status of different minority groups in
this country? (education, standard of living, etc.)
b. Are minority groups synonomous with "problem" groups
(crime, welfare, etc.)
c. What is stereotypi ng, prejudice, bias, scapegoating, and how
does each affect all those involved? (violence, hatred,
damaging minority groups students' image and inflating White
students' false White-supremacy/minority subservient attitude)
16. Are accomplishments and contributions of minorities in the past
and today treated realistically, i.e., in the case of Black
Americans:
a. Historical background including a discussion of
1. Highly developed culture in Africa from whi , they came.
2. Harsh realities of slave trade and life of slaves.
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3. Establishment of Jim Crow.
17. Is the student urged to consult primary sources written by minority
authors, i.e.,
a. Tj^^n^_of_CMrjot te L. Forten: ft Free Negro in the Slavs
Era, by Charlotte L. Forten.
18. Does the text carry through the study of multi-cultural, multi-
ethnic groups into the international arena?
a. Discuss the differences between our cultures and cultures
of other nations.
b. Discuss dignity and worth of all humans.
c. Discuss different types of governments and political systems.
d. What has our country done in the case of racist wars?
e. What has been the part of the U.S. in various countries'
struggle for independence from a colonial government?
The above general cirteria were taken from several studies and
sources listed in "References Used." James A. Banks has done two
studies, one with students (1) and another with a panel of jurors (2).
The methods established in these two studies could be used by others
in evaluating specific materials or attitudes.
(1) In "Revelant Social Studies for Black Pupils", Social
Education
,
January, 1969, Banks asked seventh grade pupils to read
fictional works, history texts and biographies to solve the problem
"What was Black slavery like in the U.S.? The teacher prompted thinking
by formulating questions as follows:
How were slaves treated?
How did people who were not slaves feel about slavery?
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How did slavery in the U.S. compare with slavery i„ other parts
of the world?
How hard did slaves have to work?
How did master and slave feel toward each other?
Did slaves ever try to escape?
The students found the following statements in material they read:
Many slaves were happy and contented.
Most slaves worked on large plantations rather than on small farms
Everyone except slave owners were against slavery.
Slavery in the U.S. was just like slavery in other parts of the
world.
Then the students were exposed to primary source material and
documents and another set of questions was formulated:
In what region of the country did the author live?
For what purpose was the author writing?
What audience did the author have in mind?
What are the author's probable biases?
What were the author's training and qualifications?
When was the document or selection writtern (approximate year)?
Does the author often use emotionally laden words?
How does his account compare with others that we have read?
Does the author cite sufficient evidence to support his conclusion?
Does the author base his arguments on fact or opinion?
What was the author's social class?
What was the author's race?
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What was the author's basic assumption about race?
What was the author's basic assumption about Black people?
Are the author's assumptions grounded in facts?
After answering these questions about the sources they had read, the
pupils were able to generalize about the nature of history and the extent
to which history has been written to support racist views.
(2) In his Ph.D. study, Banks used a technique called thematic analysis,
based on Budd, Thorp and Donahew in Content Analysis of Communications
.
He discusses the outcome in A Content Analysis of the Black American
in Textbooks", p. 152-160 in Teaching Social Studies to Culturally
Different Children
,
edited by James A. Banks and William W. Joyce.
In this study Banks used a panel of jurors, eleven sample theme
units and coding sheets based on mathematical hypotheses. The following
are examples of Banks' themes:
Explained discrimination . Theme units which state reasons for
differential treatment based on race but make no attempt to
distinguish moral issues and causal issues. Such theme units
are susceptible to being interpreted as justifications for
discrimination. Example: Negroes could withstand the hot
Southern climate much better than Whites.
Pri ncipal discriminatio n. Theme units which describe deliberate
differential treatment based on race in which no attempt is made
by the writer to explain the discriminatory practices depicted.
Example: The Plessy vs. Ferguson Decision upheld segregation.
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Non v i olent resistance^djKrini^on. Theme units which describe
acts or words which did not involve violence but were designed
primarily to resist discriminatory practices based on race. Example:
The NAACP worked to end discrimination.
Deliberate d esegregation . Theme units which describe deliberate
behavior on the part of majority groups or established institutions
which ended or intended to end racial discrimination or segregation.
Example: The Brown Decision of 1954 prohibit *d segregation in the
public schools.
Expedient desegregation
. Theme units which describe behavior by
majority groups or established institutions which resulted in ending
segregation or discrimination but had other dominant objectives,
such as political or social advancement of individuals, groups or
a nation. Example: Lincoln freed the slaves to weaken the
Confederacy
.
Racial violence and conflict . Theme units which describe acts of
violence which were caused in part or whole by factors involving
racial confrontation and racial antagonism. Example: The Klu
Klux Klan committed violent acts against Negroes.
Depri vation . Theme units which describe the physical and psychologi-
cal poverty of Black Americans. Example: Slaves were poorly fed.
Stereotypes . Theme units which describe conventional, fixed, and
unverified character!' sties of Negroes. Example: Slaves were happy.
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Eiej^lce. The,„e units which describe unfavorable racial attitudes
which are held or were held in disregard of facts. Example:
Southern whites felt that the Negro was innately inferior.
Ra cial harmony Theme units which describe peaceful and friendly
relations between Negroes and whites, or events or acts which con-
tributed to good race relations. Example: Some masters freed their
slaves.
Achievements
. Theme units which describe the accomplishments of
Negroes in literature, music, art, science, industry, sports,
entertainment, educational and in other fields. Example: Booker
T. Washington was a famous educator.
Some of these themes did not appear in the texts evaluated but
generally Banks found the following:
1. ...authors rarely take a moral stand when discussing racial
discrimination and racial prejudice.
2. Theme units which refer to racial violence and conflict
have low frequencies in elementary American history textbooks.
3. Racial prejudice theme units appear infrequently in elementary
American history textbooks.
4. ...most textbooks have "integrated" by extolling the virtues
"selected Blacks" ...students need to know the plight of the
masses of Black people even more.
Banks concludes that his findings support some studies, but conflict
with others.
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His general conclusion agrees with the premise stated in the
introduction: textbook evaluation must be on-gnin^
Sloan in Jhe Negro in Modern American History Texthnnk.;, 4th ed.,
states other criteria for evaluation, as does a panel in Interracial
Boo ks for Children
,
v. 5, no. 3., pp. 1, 6 . Although it should not be
used as an excuse for non-evaluation, the following is a list of books
evaluated in Sloan's T he Negro in Modern American History Textbooks
,
4th ed.
:
Perspecti ves in United States Histo ry. Hovenier, Rosentreter,
Gandy, Anderson, Feller, MacGraw, and Weaver (shs).
2
-
Quest for Liberty
. Chapin, McHugh, and Gross (jhs).
3. Rise of the American Nation
. Todd, Curti
,
and Krug (shs).
4- The People Make a Nation . Sandler, Rozwenc, and Martin (jhs).
5. A People and a Nation . Hofstuder and Ver Steeg (shs).
6. The Americans: A History of the United States . Fenton, editor,
(jhs).
7. America: A Modern History of the United State s. Freidel and
Drewry (shs).
8. American Hi story for Today . Branson (jhs).
9. Liberty and Union: A History of the United States . Wilson
and Spiero (shs).
10. The American Experience . Madgic, Seaberg, Stopsky, and Winks
(shs)
.
11. Adventures in American History . Glanzrock (jhs).
1 2 . Th e Impact of Our Past: A History of the Un ited States .
Weisberger (jhs).
13. Exploring Our Nation's Histo ry. Schwartz and O'Connor (shs).
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14
' fiiUldincahOnite^^ Reich
, Strickland, and Biller
(shs).
15, Sge Nation Indivisible. Heller and Porter (jhs).
16
‘ Be Promise of America. Gordon and Bragdon (jhs).
17 ' America, Its People and Va lues. Wood, Gabriel, and Biller
(jhs).
18
’ Be Shaping of America
. Curry, Sproat, and Craner (shs).
19. ft. New History o f the United States: An Inquiry Approach .
Bartlett, Fenton, Fowler, and Mandelbaum (shs).
Key: jhs - junior high school
shs - senior high school
jshs - junior-senior high school
In Banks' study of thematic unites, the following texts were
studied:
1* The Story of Our America
. Baldwin, Noble and Noble.
2- The U.S. of America: A History for Young Citizens
. Brown,
Flelgeson, and Lobdel 1
.
3. Story of the American Nation
. Casner and Gabriel. Harcourt,
Brace, World.
4. The Challenge of America . Bronze, Moon, Cline. Holt,
Rhinehart, Winston.
5. History of Our U.S . Eibling, King and Harlow. Laidlaw.
6. Building the American Nation . Reich and Biller. Harcourt,
Brace, World.
7. Expl oring Re gi ons o f th e U.S. Gross. Follet.
8. This Country of Ours . Patrick, Betterworth, and Steen. Steck.
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9.
^v^^ejMca^lstory. Richard and Ray. Allyn and Bacon
10
- Ihe Story Of Our Count ry. Ver Steeg. Harper and Row.
Books evaluated in In terracial Books for Children
,
v . 4, no. 4,
Winter, 1972, were:
1. ten can Adventure. Bailey, Kenneth, et. al . Field Educational
Publ i cations.
2. Ihejmericans. Staff of the Social Studies Curriculum Center.
American Heritage.
3. Ihe.,Social Studies and Our Country (Concepts in Social Science
Series). King, Frederick, et. al. Laidlaw.
4 * The Social Studies and Our World
. (Concepts in Social Science
Series). Laidlaw.
5. Exploring Regions of the Eastern Hemisphere
. Yohe, Sandlin,
et. al. Follet.
6. The Human Adventure . Cappelluti, Frank, and Grossman. Field
Educational Publications.
7. Oriental World, Ocean World. Crain, Clark, et. al
. ,
Sadlier.
8. Quest for Liberty: Investigating United States History .
Chapin, et. al. Field Educational Publications.
9. Purpl
e
.
(Social Sciences: Concepts and Values Series).
Staff of the. Center for the Study of Instruction. Harcourt,
Brace, Jovanovich.
10. The Story of Latin America. Greco, Peter, and Philip Bacon.
Field Educational Publications.
11. Voices of Latin Cultures and Ancient Civilizations. Jones,
James, et. al . Leswing.
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12
- Voj_ces of the Americans
. Winter, Carl, et. al
,
Other Groups and invidiuals who have evaluated books
bibliographies are as follows:
Katz, William Loren. Teachers' Guide to American Negro I
ed. Chicago, Quadrangle, c 1971.
Salk, Erin A. A Layman's Guide to Negro History
. N.Y.,
c 1966.
NAACP Education Department. Integrated School Boo
-.s. N
1967.
Leswing.
and compiled
iistory
, rev.
McGraw Hill,
.Y., NAACP
Stampp, Kenneth M. et. al . The Negro in American History Textbooks
.
Berkeley, University of California, n.d.
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PART II: EVALUATION OF LITERATURE AND LIBRARY MATERIALS
Perhaps the greatest problem in the urban school is that of
teaching students how to read. Lack of interest in what one is reading
is one of the biggest obstacles to overcome. It is now estimated that
over 10% of the urban school population is Black, yet very little has
been written by White authors that interests Black and other minority
students, and very little literature written by Black and other
minority authors has been introduced into the curriculum.
Also, in an al 1 -White suburban school setting, students are,
for the most part, unaware of literature written by Black and other
minority authors. Just as 1/4 of the world's population did not exist
as long as our government did not officially recognize the People's
Republic of China, so White students grow up in an insulated segregated
society, objects of the sin of OMISSION, perpetrated by their all-White
administrators and teachers. The Black experience (and other minority
experiences) simply do not exist in their literary exposure. Likewise,
with an all-White curriculum, Black and other minority students are
denied the opportunity of reading materials written by members of their
own ethnic groups, which disallows any positive self-identification,
and deletes any glimpse of other cultures and ethnic group experiences
from their reading, thus suffering the sin of deprivation of self and
others.
In the previous segment, history and social studies textbooks
were evaluated for racism. In this portion, criteria will be suggested
for evaluating literature and other library materials, including poetry,
biographies, authobiographies , and folklore.
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Just as the use of history and social science textbooks differs
from the use of literature, so do the criteria.
WHY EVALUATE AND WHAT FOR?
1. Literature can aid in the development of self-image and self by
helping students:
a. Become more humane - the heart can be stretched.
b. Learn how their actions affect others.
c. Develop empathy for other racial minorities and the deaf,
blind, disabled (phsycial and mental), and the aged.
d. Feel the oneness with the other members of the world
community.
e. Halt polarization, end hostility and distrust.
f. Solve their own emotional problems or situation by relating
to literary characters.
g. Develop positive role images from successful minority literary
characters.
2. Literature can help in the development of critical thinking:
a. Students must face and think through realities in worlds other
than their own.
b. Authors may be social critics and prophets. Out of this may
come:
1. An insistence from students that they and all others be
given all of the privileges and responsibilities promised
by American life.
Social action to change things described in literature in
school, community, state, and nation.
2 .
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3. Unrest, discontent or worse,
c. Literature is not sociology, but for the non-scholar, it is
one of the best ways to understand the life of different
eras, i.e.:
1. 17th century England as described by Shakespeare.
2. 19th century London by Charles Dickens
3. 20th century Black America by Richard Wright
CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION
Most of these criteria are based on the Black experience, although
they could be applied to other minority and ethnic groups.
1. Readers or required reading should include a balance of fiction,
biography, autobiography, poetry, drama, essays and folklore.
2. Authors should include a balance from different time periods,
philosophical and social outlook, and ethnic, religious and
racial groups.
3. Literature used should be judged as "good" literature by
generally accepted criteria, but teachers would not censor
material. Reading level and acceptability of material as far
as age and subject go, should be decided on an individual
basis. Generally, if the student can read the material,
and can understand what he is reading, he should be allowed
to read the material
.
4. Literary content should be judged by eras, local customs of
areas about which the author is writing, and general life
It is obvious that allstyle of the period concerned.
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literature cannot be integrated. A story about Swedish
people, for example, would not speak of any minority experience
Or, an author writing about Africans during the 1700 or 1800's
might refer them as savages or heathen, but literature
containing such references should not be discounted; rather,
it should be used as examples of literature of that period
and of the changes that have taken place in thinking between
the 1700 and 1900* s. On the same note. Black revolutionary
literature of the mid 60 s, where Whites are referred to as
pigs and devils, should be viewed within the context of the
social era and the vantage of the author's purpose. Current
materials must be relevant to the students' experience and
there must be something in the material to which the students
can relate.
6. Literature that speaks of the Black experience should be
written by Black authors; other minority experiences by an
author of the minority group concerned.
7. Use of language:
a. Books that use "dirty" or earthy language should not be
discounted for that reason. Material should be judged in
its entirety.
b. Dialects should be judged by this criteria:
1. Is the dialect author-created? If so, students
should know the author’s purpose.
Is the dialect so vague or so complicated that the
student cannot understand it?
2 .
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8 .
3. There are many Black dialects in this country which
follow the basic rules of Black English, but there
IS no one Black dialect. Both Black and Whites
in this country speak many dialects. Therefore,
one dialect used by an author should not be considered
"THE" dialect.
4. Does the use of the dialect degrade or elevate the
humanization of the group using the dialect?
c. Are there words used in the material that are considered
racially potent by members of racial or ethnic groups
such as the few mentioned below:
nigger
darkie
Sambo
Chink
wet-back
Devils
Jap
spook nappy greaser
mammy shine Kraut
inkspot peon Charley
beaner colored Ofay
grayboy pinkanny Honkie
Aunt Jemima Dago Whi tey
Coon Kike
Generally, the two main points for evaluation of illustrations
and of the text of literature are these:
Is the material guilty of stereotyping ? Is the material
guilty of the sins of omission and deprivation ?
Naturally every piece of literature will not cover the same
subject areas, and not all literature will be integrated, as
previously mentioned. But when literature does speak of an
urban setting, or takes place in the 20th century, there are
many areas which can be evaluated for stereotyping or omissions.
The following categories are suggestions for evaluation. There
are other areas not mentioned that could also be evaluated.
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a. Neighborhoods
STEREOTYPES
All neighborhoods are middle-class.
White-suburban with grass and open
space.
Urban living is all high-rise
apartments, rich tenants with
clean parks, business and civic
areas.
b. Family Relationships
STEREOTYPES
Mother always in home, never
employed.
Women in minority home more apt
to be without men (husband-wife),
therefore, children without
father.
Black men in "blue collar" jobs
or unemployed.
White families doing "normal"
things such as traveling, camping,
talking over problems, going to a
play or sports event.
Poor families pictured simply as
not striving.
OMISSIONS
Realistic urban settings,
including ghettos which are
many times rat- and roach-
infested, over-crowded, dirty,
and ill-repaired.
Traffic, smog, crime, congestion.
Country living with animals,
farm work, distances between
homes and country life style.
Characters visiting other
nei ghborhoods and areas than
their own.
and Occupational Roles
OMISSIONS
Black women carrying grocery
bags, shopping, at the beauty
shop, driving.
Black men carrying briefcases,
in professional roles, flying,
playing golf.
Full range of emotions including
anger, joy, sorrow, fear,
happiness, love.
Poor families with reasons for
situation.
Realistic family relationships
such as brother and sisters
fighting, mother and father
arguing.
Old people or single people,
leading successful, indepen-
dent lives.
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c. Physical Characteristics
STEREOTYPES
Blacks have rolling eyes, white
teeth, overweight, thick lips,
bulbous noses.
Whites always beautiful,
healthy, trim, with straight
teeth.
OMISSIONS
Range of physical differences
wider wi thin racial group than
between racial groups.
d. Dress
STEREOTYPES
Black mother with bandana around
her head, apron.
Black children without shoes.
White mother overdressed.
Black girls with pigtails.
e. Personality
STEREOTYPES
Blacks making fun of their
race.
Overly superstitious or
fearful Blacks.
Overly submissive or in-
scrutable Orientals.
Blacks having un-natural
rhythm.
Whites always smart,
industrious, "right".
Slaves in historical works
submissive, content, dancing,
singing.
OMISSIONS
Blacks ii professional dress
(suit, Qoctor's or nurse's
uni form)
.
Characters dressed appro-
priately for occasion.
Realistic hairstyles such as
Blacks with Afros or naturals;
any girls with braids or
ponytails; men with longer
hair.
OMISSIONS
Minority characters presented
as well-rounded, interesting
people, providing strong role
models for minority students
and realistic models for
White students.
g.
STEREOTYPES
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Childhood Experiences
Children always playing in
well-kept, trim yards.
Two or three children playing
peacefully, well-behaved.
Children always successful
in what they attempt.
Minority parents not interested
in child's school, friends,
activities, or where-abouts
.
No self-help activities in
urban ghetto situations; social
worker always foe.
h. Race -- Integration -
STEREOTYPES
All minorities want integration.
All White people are racists.
Interracial marriage is never
successful
.
Children of interracial parents
will never be accpeted.
Blacks are more sexually capable
and promiscuous than other races.
-- Play, School, Growing Up
OM ISSIONS
City streets as play areas,
with dirt-filled gutters,
abandoned cars, fire hydrants
as swimming pools.
Whites involed in "upper
level" more serious crimes.
Street gangs, gang wars,
violence and crime, pimps,
prostitutes, drugs.
Children arguing or fighting
in play situation.
Suburban "call girls", gambling,
and drug abuse.
Frank discussions or descrip-
tions of sex, love, dating,
marriage and child-rearing.
Participation of minority
students in school activities
and organizations.
- Segregation
OMISSIONS
Realities of living in a White
man' s worl d.
Integrated neighborhoods.
Bi-racial relationships on all
levels including students,
marriage, social and business.
How Whites are viewed when
they "come through" Black
neighborhoods.
Realities of violence asso-
ciated with integration of
schools, neighborhoods.
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h. Continued.
High personal and group price
minorties have paid to "get
where they are" today.
Discussion of racism, where it
exists today, and the forms it
takes
.
Miscellaneous Subjects
omi ssions
The idea that various
experien-es enrich our lives.
Discussion on various religions
and religious holidays and
customs.
Discussion of ethnic holidays
and customs.
Presentation of controversial
subjectcs such as pacificism.
Black nationalism, civilian
"concentration" camps, abortion,
corruption in business, govern-
ment, politics, religion, and
the professions.
International relations between
our country and others.
minority group presented as "the
noble savage" (unsurpassed grace and beauty, poetic language
and unfaltering judgement).
10. In fiction, minorities can create "heroes" who have few or
no faults (such as the mythological Greek characters, American
cowboy stories. Snow White fairy tales, etc.).
11. Do folklore and stories have positive moral lessons and if
other material is social in nature, does it incorporate ethical
values without moralizing?
STEREOTYPES
All characters are after "the
American dream" (two cars,
house, boat and $25,000+ per
year).
Sexist attitudes and statements,
The standards for correct
behavior, beauty, language are
reflective middle-upper class
Whites.
Counter-stereotyping is a
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The most comprehensive evaluations made on literature and library
materials seem to be the following:
Dodds, Barbara. NegroL Literature for High School Students.
Champaign, Illinois, National Council of Teachers of English, c 1968.
Glancy, Barbara Jean. C hildren's Interracial Fiction
. Washington,
D.C., American Federation of Teachers, 1969.
Also, it would be worthwhile to keep abreast of articles in
current Black periodicals such as Black Scholar. Encore
,
Black World
,
Ebony
,
Essence
,
which critique children's literature.
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PART III: EVALUATION OF AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL
In evaluating audio-visual material for racism, the criteria
stated in the two previous segments could be used, depending on the
subject area (history, literature, etc.).
Two or three criteria might be reiterated:
1. What is the quality of the material?
a. Is the film or filmstrip well produced?
b. Is the audio segment of the material well produced?
2. Do minorities appear in visual material?
a. A minority student might aspire to become an attorney
or a doctor if minorities are portrayed as attorney,
doctor, etc.
b. Minorities should not be White people in make-up
(behaviorally or literally).
3. Are audio-visual materials innately White in bias? Two
reviewers say "yes".
a. Sounder
,
movie based on William H. Armstrong's book (1):
1. Very little Black English or dialect.
2. Not authentic as far as Black experience as author
is not Black.
3. Style is White, not Black.
4. No characters but dog have proper names.
5. Characters suffer in silence, without emotion,
except with dog.
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b. Ihe_Autobi oqraphy of Mjss^ane Pittman
. by Ernest Gaines,
a Black author (2):
1- Kills the historical importance of Miss Pittman.
2. White narrator is an intruder and continues the
"White overseer mentality".
3. Narrator mutilates the book's images and symbols.
4. White version of story cuts most important messages
from book.
4. Does the audio-visual material accurately present the minority
perspective?
5. In view of the paucity of Black audio-visual, can redeeming
factors be found in the films which merit their showing? Do
not fall into the trap of perfection or nothing.
Very little evaluation of audio-visual material has been done.
It would seem very important, therefore, to use the criteria suggested
in the two previous segments, plus those listed above, and actively
evaluate audio-visual material for racism.
(1) Schwartz, Albert V. "Sounder: A Black of a White Tale?" Reprinted
from Interracial Books for Children, Autumn, 1970.
(2) Ramsey, Alvin. "Through a Glass Whitely: The Televised Rape of
Miss Jane Pittman." Black World
,
August, 1974, pp. 31-37.
Other source used: Harris, Philip. "Bias in Non-Commerical Films."
C ivil Rights Digest
,
Winter, 1969, pp. 14-15.
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